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INTRODUCTION

i
The attached essay contains a number of proposed guidelines for development of

the Madison Park High School, In order for these gtiidelines to be useful, it is

necessary to xinderstand what they pretend to be and vlhat they are not. They are

not a detailed operational plan for the management of the school, nor are they a

^ systematic exposition of any one educational perspective. They are a partial

listing, somewhere between theory and prbsicripi^ton,, of a number of tentative

propositions which can be useful only as they serve as markers for further dis-

cussion, I do not mean that they are random, nor that they are lacking in

substance, I mean only that they are not yet the form and not necessarily the

substance that is required to guide others,

^ I have tried to respond to a concern by the sponsors of this study for "keeping

the school permanently contemporary," In my judgement, the way to approach this

mandate is not through the positing of probable future states of society to which

the schools will have to respond, but rather through the development of a school

sufficiently flexible, sufficiently experiiaental to keep watch over itself and

its suitability to the tiraes. In order to build that kind of a school, we need

to define the object of our concern in terms of its various missions, disregarding

as completely as we can the inherited fonns and structures we know so well. The

school which results from such an effort' will, no doubt, resemble in significant

respects the present high school. There is, however, no doubt that it will depart

from the present high school in at least equal measure,

I
I bring to this task the great virtue, and the great drawback, of relative

isolation from the debate over the schools which has preoccupied professional

. educators for some time now. I have been an innocent, if interested, bystander

w
to that debate, and find myself peculiarly unsuited to joining in it. Now I

agree with the radicals, now with the reactionaries, unable throughout to see
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just how the highly ideological positions which are developed manage to hang

^, together* One needs, I suppose, a theory of educationj I have one, in putative

form, and it is described early in the attached pages. But I do not find helpful

the investing of such theories with the character of eschatalogical visions. We

are probing towards working models, not announcing ultimate truths. The test of a

model must be whether it works, and how far, not whether it accords with ideologic-

al dispositions.

There are, of course, some gaps in what follows, a few of which I recognize. Of

these, the most serious is the relative lack of emphasis en the planning process

itself, on how any statement of what the school ought to look like comes to be

developed, then implemented. By drawing attention to this question here, I hope

to repair somewhat my relative indifference to it below.

As to the rest, the essay is divided, somewhat arbitrarily, into the following

P
sections: (1) The high school as an educational systeraj (2) the high school, as

a political system: (3) keeping the high school contemporary: (U) the high

school and the communityj (5) continuing the planning process, I hold no particular

brief for this division as against others that might have been used, and the reader

will see for himself that there is much that is included in any one sectiom

(especially the first) which might as easily have been included elsewhere.

Finally, I have refrained at this point from highlighting the proposals in any

special way (except at the end of the first section). They are embedded in a

somewhat wordy text, and I am afraid that there is no shorthand way of ferretting

them out, I have imposed this burden on the reader because, at this stage of

our deliberations, it seems to me more important to put the arguments on the table

than to anticipate the conclusions. Our effort, too, is a process, a process of

working towards useful understandings, not of accepting or rejecting specific

W proposals. That is why this essay is only the beginning of our labors, and that

is why the task is necessarily, and happily, collaborative

»
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TFDi HIGH SCHOOL AS m EDUCATIONAL SYSEl^

The high school is, preeminently, a place where education happens.

Much of the debate on American education has addressed the question of

how we can do a better job of teaching students what (we feel) they need

to know, let we would do well to begin by recognizing that formal teach-

ing is only one way, among many, of aiding the learning process. There

is already, for example, substantial evidence that the peer group is

a more significant teacher than the adult educational staff. ¥e may

continue to fight against such evidence, or choose instead to build

upon itj it is absurd to ignore it. Children learn a good deal—perhaps

most of what they finally come to know—independently of our effort.

What they learn may be, in our judgement, inadequate, or misinformed,

or in other ways limited. Nevertheless, and inevitably, it is "messing

around in the world" and not the classroom which provides the basic

data input in their lives. That this should be so does not imply

weakness in our teaching, but a strength in our students. They know

what to take seriously and what to treat skeptically.

High School as Preparation for Adult Life .

Put somewhat differently, the school in its present form generally

defines its task as preparing the student for the future. Such a defini-

tion may seem reasonable on its face, since (1) for some students, the

high school represents the society's final organized educational . input,

(2) the labor and/or college market requires certain skills which can,

presumably, be communicated in the high school, (3) adolescence is, in

any case, viewed by most as a transitory state, a way station on the

path to adulthood.

Viewing the high school as a way station has several unintended

consequences. First, it complicates enormously our ability to assess
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the job we are doing. Except as we follow up students long beyond their

high school careers, we do not know whether they have been prepared well

or badly. It also follows frora this view that there is no way of succeed-

ing in high school itself j success in high school, and even more, the

success of the high school, can be measured only on the basis of what

happens outside the high school, and beyond the high school.

Second, in the absence of any reliable and sensible method for

deteiTOlning what an appropriate future is with respect to any given

student, unfortunate generalizations, in which whole classes of students

are assumed to be destined for one kind of future (e.g., blue collar work)

rather than another (e.g., college) are made, and are made very early.

The system tends to assume a stability in student behavior, such that a

student once located on a specific career path is discouraged (either

overtly or implicitly) from shifting to another. This is an enormous

administrative convenience, but makes precious little educational or

developmental sense. Third, our students must, for the most part, be

content with delayed gratification. In course after course, we justify

their effort oy telling the in that "some day" they will find what they

have learned useful. Whether or not they will, in fact, is only a part

of the matter. To assume that that provides sufficient motivation to

most students is to fly in the face of the facts.

The problem with the concept of the school as a place where the

student is prepared to cope with the future has to do not only with

the unintended consequences of that assumption, but also with its real

validity. The fact that adolescence is a temporally transitional state,

culturally defined as having little intrinsic merit, does not take us very

far. After all, one would hope tnat maturity, or adulthood, is not

viewed as a stable state, in which the human being ceases to learn and

develop. Adolescence is, however complex, as much a state of being as
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of becoming.

What of the labor market, of the defense of the preparatory function

of the high school on the grounds that it provides the training required

by employers or by colleges? (1) It is doubtful that a significant

proportion of high school graduates are hired directly into the labor market,

without further training, in any job capacity in which what they have

learned in high school is directly relevant. An increasing number of

jobs require on the job training. Employers, in insisting upon a high

school diploma, are most likely using that diploma as a filter, to screen

out people whose capacities for self-control and following instructions

are inadequate, (2) It is almost certain that technological and economic

developments in coming decades will require, in almost all cases, that

employees be trained on the job or have advanced education. (3) The

case of college preparation hinges entirely on a stipulation of require-

ments by colleges which has only the most tenuous relationship to actual

success as a college student. The colleges, too, use the high school

record not so much to determine what a student has actually learned,

as to screen out those who have not survived certain experiences, (Three

years of math is a better screen than two years, even though the third

may have very little relationship to anything the college defines as

education,

)

Personal Autonomy

Of course, the high school does prepare people for the future. It

may not do the job as T\iell as we would like, indeed it may do it no better

than time itself, but if there are skills and knowledge which we would

like people to have as they approach maturity, then the high school seems

like a reasonable place in which to organize our teaching efforts, I am

arguing here against a fixation on the high school as a basic training

camp. What distinguishes maturity from adolescence is not that one is
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stable, the other chaotic, but that maturity is usually associated with a

higher degree of autonony than adolescence. I say "usually" because large

numbers of adults continue to seek escape from freedom, Trdiile large numbers

of adolescents experience today, in some respects, and especially as con-

sumers, greater freedom than most adolescents have known in the past (at

least in this culture). Nevertheless, it is socially sanctioned autonomy

viaich constitutes the chief difference between adolescence and maturity.

If the high school is to prepare people for the future, its chief mission

is to provide them with the equipment with which to assert meaningful

autonomy and with the tools to exercise it,

I am not especially interested in using this platform as a sounding boaa?d

for social philosophy, yet I feel required to spell out in some detail

my own set of axioms about the educational task. I believe that knowledge

is power, in the most literal sense, and that if the high school is

designed to provide education, then it is by definition designed to provide

power. For most people, real power means having the luxury of choice in

one's life, and having the ability to choose rationally. Poor people,

traditionally, have not had this kind of power.... at tlae very least, not

in the areas of choice encouraged by consumer-oriented, middle class cul-

ture. Psychologically, they have been accustomed to accepting the world

as given, rather than as malleable, ajid such perception held for their own

personal world as well as for the larger trorld of public affairs. Socio-

logically, they have been assigned to constricting categories, which have

not permitted them to participate fully in the icTorld—and participation

is a way of choosing. Intellectually, they have frequently not been

able to see the relationships between causes and effects. And economi-

cally, they have, of course, been forced to a preoccupation with survival

rather than options. When and as poor people have seen the need for

greater power, they have tried to organize politically, since their social
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situation has left them with no alternative but to seek strength in

raaribers. For the upper middle class, participation in politics typically

fulfills ideological or psychological needs j for the poor, it is directly

instrumental, since it is only through organization that they can in-

crease their social and economic mobility.

No society ever distributes power equally to all its members. Those with

special resources—money, beauty, prepossessing, skill—are often deferred

to. But we need not go so far, nor be primarily concerned with social

and political power, in the case at hand. Our chief concern is with

power to shape one's own life, and that kind of power should be somewhat

more easily guaranteed than public power. (Although it may be equally

threatening, if not to society in general, then at least to parents,

teachers, etc.) Fortunately, we live at a time when knowledge is increa-

singly important as a source of power, both directly and through its con-

vertibility into other valued items, such as money. In a very fundaments!

way, then, the task of the high school is to pro'/ide some semblance of

equality in the pursuit of personal power—or, if one prefers, in the

pursuit of autonomy.

Such an understanding leads to several more specific points. First, the

school must recognize the initial disparities in autonomy with which its

students arrive. Equal education for all must mean, as James Coleman has,

pointed out, an attempt to overcome those disparities, to erase the cate-

goric inequities in personal resources which society inflicts even on the

very young. Second, the school must provide the substantive education

which in fact makes choice meaningful—that is, it must provide sufficient

inputs so that students will know something of the career alternatives

which are available to them. Third, it must provide direct experience in

choosing. It may well be that the best way to prepare for success in the

future is to experience success/-not as a gift, but as an effect of one's
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o-wn actions—in the present. (I shall return to this point presently,

but I want to make it clear immediately that I do net have in mind en-

gaging students in simulation of adult choices, but rather in actual

choices that affect them directly. ) Fourth, the school must provide that

general intellectual ability -w^ich underlies rational choice—the ability

to trace out causal sequences, to see the world around oneself as data.

Finally, the school, preferably in concert with other agencies, but alone

if necessary, must be concerned with the supporting services which under-

lie free choice—health, counselling, and rich variety.

I do not wish to labor this pointj we must move to more specific proposals.

Yet I would not want the point to be taken merely as a general introductory

embroidery. It infuses much of Ti*iat is to come, and is, in general, the

criterion against -which specific recommendations have been measured. Call

it autonomy, call it power, or independence, or even freedoraj that is vdiat

the rest of this essay tries to be about.

Pedagogic Theory

The continuing debate on how to teach misses much of the point not only

because it fails to pay sufficient attention to vrhat vrants teaching, but

also because it is, in the main, a colossal non sequitur. The issue ought

not to be whether it is "right" or "wrong" to be peimissive or restrictive,

but rather what kinds of students learn best in what kinds of learning

environments. There is some rather tentative evidence, for exanple,

coming out of early evaluations of OEO's Upward Bound project, that less

mature students do better in highly structured programs, while the more

mature thrive in permissive environments. Such evidence will surely

surprise no one, yet the battle over "proper" pedagogy has, in general,

assumed a constancy abrut our student population that does not correspond

to reality. There is no "true" educational theory, just as there is no

"true" scientific theory. There are only theories that work and these that
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fail to •work. So far as I am aware^ no theory of pedagogy has met vdth

such astovinding success as to discredit con^eting theories. For this

reason, we ought to bs less concerned -with winning rhetorical battles on

behalf of one theory or another and more concerned (l) mth matching our

teachers, students, and theories in groupings that seem to hold promise in

specific cases, and (2) providing conditions in which diverse theories can

coexist without causing massivo confusion. Only \d.th such diversity can

the system be siifficiently flexible, sufficiently innovative. This, in

turn, is one piece of rationale for a house system within the large high

school.
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The House System

The house system is the first specific proposal we shall consider. There are

a mumber of arguments for creating sub-units Tiithin a high school wlxLch has a

total enrollment of five thousand. I have already noted the desirability of an

£irrangement in which different theoretical perspectives are permitted, in order

that more effective matching betvreen specific students, with specific predelicit-

ions for one or another learning situation, can be matched with teachers who have

similar predelicitions. I must add that we are some years away from the time

when such matching will be possible in a truly reliable manner. But our ability

to use the house system as a testing ground will hasten the advent of that time.

A house system permits cixperimentation, enables the cchool to commit itself to

educational res ^arch without ovorcommiting itself to any one idea. In short,

if we are going to make mistakes, as we clearly will, it is sensible to limit the

scope of those mistakes,

A house syst'jm not only permits small-scale expariraentationj it encourages it.

A later section of this report deals with the question of experimentation

and change, and the institutionalized support for innovation which x-idll guarantee

a vital high school is discussed there. It is likely, however, that even without

formal support there is some natural tendency for houses to seek to distinguish

themselves from one another, for a mildly competitive atmosphere to be generated.

That competition can be extraordinarily useful if it is chanelled in appropriate

directions.

There are more conventional rationalizations for a house system. The most

frequent rationale is that such a system offers a more integrative environment

for the student, provides him with a relatively si;iall society through which

his attachment to the school can be mediated, rather than dumping him

anoiiyiiiously into a very Ir.rge poulation. I confess that I am not overly

persuaded by this line of reasoning, since one might argue that the primary





uxiit of identification for most students has been and will,reraain the homeroom,

whether or not we have houses. Tho homeroom is^ of course, only an administrative

1^ devicei it has no substantive educational purpose. Nevertheless, it does provide

an anchor point for the student. If the house is conceived solely in adminis-

trative terms, it does not offer any special advantage over the homeroom.

Smallness is not desir ible for its own sake, despite our tacit Joffersonian biases.

A house becomes an intrinsically meaningful unit of identification for the student

only as it acquires a personality of its own, only as it is substantively distin-

guishable from other houses. Such substantive distinction should, of course,

be justifiable in its own terms, and not merely added on as ornamental fringe.

I have sugf'iested above that one meaningful distinction is generated by a view of

the houses as the loci of our educational experimentation, and that, in time,

a second distinction, baaed on the nature of the educational preferences of both

' staff and students, may come to be instituted. One may not want to reach so far.

After all, it is clear that our student L:->dy will always be diverse, that students

will continue to have different needs and different tastes. Is it not true that

such differences can be most readily coped with if we group our students in

accordance with them?

The answer is not so obvious as it seems. In very general terms, it is possible

that groupings on the basis of student needs, however such needs are defined,

will be overly restrictive, that the best.wajr ti cope with diversity is to accept

it and even encourage it, and not effactivelj'- mask it. More specifically, we

must recognize that we are not a;)3rating x^dthout constraints, and that one of the

chief constraints which affedts what we do is the question of race. At least for

the next several years~say a decade as the minimum—x«ie cannot afford to create

any system within the school which is, or which appears to be, racially

I
segregated, I say tbi3 not because of the evidence of the Coleman report, which

has not yet bejn sufficiently analyzed to serve as a basis for educational

policy, but on the more pragmatic ground that segret^ation within the school.





whether or not it is educationally justifiabl-i, would immediately embroil the

school in a political delate th?.t would takij a very heavy educational toll.

P (I suppose I must add that I do not mean to suggest that segre^^^tion is

educationally desirable. Although I doubt that segregation is per se desirable,

I am saying that we must, for political reasons, avoid any educational option,

no matter how attractive, one of whose unintended consequences is se; :regation.

. If the school itself is integrated, it would be best that the units within it

be integrated as well. ) For this reason, whatever the educational differences

among students which houses are designed to account for, there canivot be differences

idiich tend to be associated with race. If, for example, it is true that Negro

children in Boston are in general in neod of remedial reafiing far more frequently

than white children, ny logic suggests that such a distinction should not be

built into the house structure. Marginal differences in the racial composition

X of houses are viable j substantial differences are not. Similarly, if houses

were created as centers of educational specialization —here an emphasis on

science, there on music, in the third on language—we would need to be confident

that our choice of specialization has no likely correlation with race. It is,

I fear, not easy to suggest what such specializations might be, although several

(s.g., performing arts) do come to mind. But it is obviously premature, at this

stage, to identify a set of possible specilizations, before we have aired the

question of the general curriculxim. The tail '.-ught not be permitted to wag the

dog.

Anticipating what I shall lat.:jr have to say about the general curriculum permits

k me to suggest here that substantive curricular differences ought not be the

primary or the general difference that is biiilt into our house system. It is

possible that two or three areas of curricular specialization can be contemplated

from the outset, especially if we conclude that such specialization may be

a useful way to attract to the school certain classes of students who might

otherwise go elsewhere. But the arguments against cvirricular differentiation.
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except p&rhaps at the marcins, arguments already introduccu £ind those to conej

suggest, at the very least, that we do not yet have any reasonable fix on -vdiich

differences it would inake goud sense to build into the house system. This does

not mean that the house concept should be abandonedj the system is acceptable

if for no other reason than administrative convenience. Moreover, there remains

the argument on experimentation, which is a very powerful support for the house

system. It means only that our piirsuit of some way of disting\-iishing houses from

each other, in order that students shall see the houses as units that have meaning

for them, cannot seek to build upon d±fferences in students' educational needs.

Shall we, then, turn to the simplest mode of nil, assigning students to houses

randomly? Such assignment is often preferred by school people, viio see it as one

way of doing battle against the cliques and friendship groups which seem to impede

their work. I take sharp issue with this goal. Everything we know about schools

indicates that cliques are critically important, end it is most unlikely, even if

desirable, that we can successfully suppress them. Moreover, I see absolutely no

reason to think it desirable. Children have the undoubted right to have friends,

and if we chose t-: call friendship groups by the vaguely pejorative "cliques", it

is primarily oecause of a tradition of fi.ar of the student ejid insistence upon

total control by the teacher. ^Je have not begun to exploit friendship groups to

our educational advantage, but such a policy wculd surely be easier than warring

against tliem. Cliques arc not, I c^.nfess, pn unmitigated blessing. To the extent

that the word itsolf has rjny special meaning beyond simply friendship groups, it

implies an exclusivity, a closedjiess, that inevitaljly 1. aves some children out,

often painfully. But I think that our concern ought properly to be focused on

those who are left out, on how we can create alternative structures and rewards

for them, and not on hci,-j we can destroy the nr:tural social org'inization of the

student body. If the school is to have any relationship at all to society, then

it must permit the formation of groups, -vjith differing styles and with

differing memberships. And groups, unless they are
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are meaningless, involve inclusion and exclusion* Pluralism is not a state in

which all relationships are atomized, but in which solid attachment to a {^-roup

serves as a base for interaction with other groups*

It may be argued that random assignment of students to houses- merely inhibits

the groups with which children enter the high school, groups based on such vague

things as neighborhood, elementary school, and the like. In ar^ case, it will

be suggested, one cannot take very seriously the group identifications of

fourteen year old children. But group membership is hardly ever a wholly rational

experience. I see no reason to interpose our judgement on what kinds of groups

are ler^itimate and what kinds unwarranted, and I see every reason to suppose

that if we are truly concerned about the problems of a mass school, in which

children may well feel lonely, our best answer lies in the direction of suppoart

for social groups. If loneliness is a problem, the ansvrer cannot be to deprive

the student of his own defense against loneliness. Hence I am led to conclude that

randomness in assignment of students to houses is not a viable principle. At the

same time, to permit absolute free choice might lead in equally unfortxinate

directions, expecially as regards racial segregation* Vlhere then do we turn?

We have already examined the possibility of separating the housea on the basi.s

of curricular specializations, of separating them on the basis of student needs,

and, finally, of not building in ar^ separation at all, to the point where

students would be assigned randomly, a position which clearly implies rough

similarity in substance from house to house. Each of these alternatives is 'i

problematic. At some future time, when we can measure the relevant variables with

greater precision, we may be able to move towards a system which now seems trouble

-some. But our decision cannot be postponed, expecially as the nature of the

house system ire recommend may well have iraportant architectior-al and design

implications. I submit that the stumbling block here is the natural tendency to

search for one dimension along which houses might be distinguished from one

another. No dimension yet explored, nor any I can imagine, is sufficiently rich

to enable us to exclude all others. So long as we seek organizational neatness.
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we shall not solve the problem. But what if we assert several quite different

dimensions, each of which might be used to provide some, but not all, the

distinction we seek? Some students may come to us with strong career orienta-

tion, and perhaps they shouli.l be served 1^^ special curricula] others may be more

flexible with respect to career, but may differ amonc themselves in equally re-

levant ways, such as hobbies and preferred extra-curricular activities. Are these

not viable bases for providing houses with personalities? We must remember that

the problem we now seek to solve is only the problem of making houses meaningfiil,

and that is not necessarily a curricular problem at all*

As an initial approximation, therefore, I would propose that we crer.te as manjr

houses with highly specialized facilities and offerings as there seem to be

students (of both races) interested in such facilities and offerings. (I assume,

of course, that we may not treat all student preferences as equally serious, nor

that all '^references, including those which we feel might well benefit less

committed students, are properly separated from the main body of students.)

Exclusive preoccupation with atheletics may be an example of the first | a

commitment to English literature might be an example of the second.) I confess

that the only area which seems to me to fall readily into such a slot is the

area of the performing arts. Virtually every other possibility I have been able

to imagine fails either according to the eriteria noted above, or because it is

essentially deceptive, purporting to prepare students for adult careers for which

high school training, no matter hoxj specialized, is likely to be irrelevant*

If we cannot distinguish houses either according to curriculum or according

to student needs, then vre are left v/ith 'distinctions in style and/or in staff.

Such distinctions can be quite useful, and quite viable, since they afford the

staff a far greater opportunity for self-expression than is conventionally the

case. I speak here not only of differences in educational and pedagogie theory,

but also in the emphases and traditions of a house. Houses can be distinguished

from each other, that is, largely on the basis of the housemaster's own Imprint.

We can envision a house xirhere a great deal of attention is paid the visual arts.
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another xxith a French-speaking table in the cafeteria, still another where

bull sessions on current events replace study halls, and another where much is

made of the Renaissance. The only controlling point is that headmasters and staffs

must be encoiiraged to develop such distinctive traditions, rather than urging

the homogeneity which now pervades our system* Indeed, I think it reasonable

to recruit headmasters xirho can develop such themes, who have both the will and

the capacity to build something of their personality into the tradition of their

house

•

How, then, do students chouse among houses? I think the choice must be left open

for a reasonable time, during which we have to insure that all new students

will have a chance to beccme acquainted with the several options which await

them. During the first semester of the Freshman year, and perhaps for the

whole year, students ought not be assigned to housep~i.e., there exists a

Freshman house. Since Freshman have much to learn from more intimate association

with upper classmen, my inclination would be to shorten the "getting acquainted"'

period as much as possible, not extending it beyond the first semester at the

very most, and perhaps cutting it down to six weeks or so. That should give the

student sufficient opportunity to be briefed on the relevant differences, and

to come to some conclusion about them. ¥e should also permit as much inter-house

transferring as we can, without encouraging absolute fickleness.

Some housed will le more successful than others, and hence more appealing than

others* That may mean that students will not assign themselves to houses randomly,

and that some houses will tlireaten to became too large, others too small. (The

word "too" here refers mainly to house capacity, both as regards classroarn

space and staff.) This possibility points in several directions; (1) To the

degree to which it is architecturally possible,houses should be so designed

that they can be increased or decreased in student capacity, within certain

broad limits, and with relative ease. (2) Students, in making their selection,

should be asked to provide perhaps three choices, with some indication of the

strength of their preferences* (3) We shall have to watch that headmasters do
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not begin a popularity contest. At the same time, a consistent shunning of a

given house by lar;;e nurabers of students should indicntG that soraethin.;^ is amiss,

and procedures in that house quite likely will require revision.

A system of the sort here described should be adaptable to the system posited

for the future, in which at least some students and some teachers will be

matched not through taste but through testing. The future system could easily

be phased in slowly, and, since it might after all not represent any improvement

over the system suggested for this decade, could be phased out as well.

Hox^ many houses? I do not think we have any meaningful evidence on the optimum

number of people a house should encompass. We want a house small enough to

permit intimacy—which is another way of saying a house small enough so that

it does not frighten the student, so that a student can come to know most other

students by name fairly quickly, so that the staff can hold a meeting around

a large table. Yet we xjant a house large enough so that students who prefer

relative anonymitj'- can find it, so that people do not got tired of each other,

so that variety is possible in curriculum .?.nd in personnel.

Each house must have its otto counselling staff, since one of the major benefits

that accrues through the house system is an increase in the possibility for

meaninrful counselling.

We also want our houses to include students at all 'Tade levels, I do not

propose to spend much time defending this proposition, since it is, I should

hope, fairly clear that the socialization functions of the school, and,

indeed, the educational functions as well, are best conducted in settings with

students of different ages and different academic progreps.

It is not necessary that each house contain the same proportion of sophomores,

juniors, and seniors. Some might Ve weighted in one direction, some in another.

But if we use roughly equal proportions as a crude overall guide, and if we

assvirae further that students at ary one grade level are (very) roughly at the

same learning level, then each grade level within a house nust be large enough

to permit some flexibility in scheduling.
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On these several lases, I am prepared to stipulate a ball-park figure of eight

hundred studonts per house. That fir3ure implies a staff of al.out forty and

represents enough students at each prade lovel so that team teaching is possible.

The figure mirht be varied by two h\indred in either direction. (In design terms,

this might mean that housos were connected to each other by rooms that could

be assigned variously to one house or another.) This in turn means a total of

six or seven houses for a five thousand student population.

I xrant to move from the house system now, since that is only a small piecei of

the input, I shall have to return to it briefly'- from time to time throughout,

but we now turn our attention elsewhere.

Curriculum

Much as I ^ould like to, I cannot avoid some discussion of the high school

curriculum. This is an area which I approach with the greatest diffidence,

since it is presumably one in which real expertise is available, and one in

which I lack any special training, I shall, therefore, attempt less a specifica*

tion of what ought to be taught as a listing of questions which ought to be

asked about what gets taught.

I must admit at the outset that I do not understand the conventional curriculum,

except as it is explained in historical terms. I do not understand, for example,

why mathematics tends to be more valued, both by high schools and by colleges,

than history. If there is any substantial body of evidence which shows that

the intellectual skills learned (hopefully) through mathematics are transferrable

to a broad array of intellectual operations, it has escaped ir^r attention. Nor

can I imagine any other rationale for the emphasis on math. This may well be

a scientific society, but it seems questionable, to say the very least, that

the ability to solve quadratic equations is of practical value to anyone who

does not intend to practice science himself — except as it offers mental

exercise. But if mental exercise is the goal, there may well be other areas-

which have more substantive application and provide equivalent amounts of

exercise

.
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I introduce this only as an example. Our problem here is that we typically

accept the curriculum as fixed, except perhaps at the margins. We do this

becavise we lack sn.j simply understood critvirivm, or set of criteria, according

to which the propriety cf any component of the curriculum can actually be

assessed, I have already suggosted the directs ens in which my own thinking has.

gone—a curriculum which somehow prepares the student for change, provides him

with the intellectual equipment to mdt e rational choices, exposes him to a

sufficient variety of subject matter so that he gains some appreciation for

the extent to which choice is possible in this world. IJhat ve are after, if you

will, is analytic prowess, perhaps even more the scientific temper,

I do not pretend to know how the scientific temper is best communicated. It seems

to me plausible that there are two prerequisities, at the very least—the

ability to evaluate coramiinication, which is likely a corsllate of the ability to

communicate, and an historical sensitivity, ¥e study the language so that we will

be in a position to discriminate in absorbing data which come to us in words, and

we study history in order that we shall have a sense of time, of change, and

hence of perspective.

If I have aivjr sense of the intellectual weaknesses of young people today, it is

that they cannot discriminate effectively between facts and values, between

sensory response and general law, between anecdote and evidence.

They lack, on the whole, a sense of intellectual order, of logic. Yet I can

think of no skill—not c ^mputational, nor literarjr, nor recollective—which

matters so much. I am therefore led to conclude that it matters less what

we teach than that we use every piece of subject matter to communicate certain

intellectual skiUa. Such skills depend far less on the substance through which

they are represented than on the method of teaching.

Although I am persuaded that intellectual rigor needs to be pursued in all of

our course work, and that it is the chief goal of our teaching, I feel duty-

bound to say something about how a curriculum might be put together, I have

made the point earlier that no cvirriculum can very well purport to prepare
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students for the job market, nor even for college. I conclude, therefore, that

the relevant question we must ask ourselves in curriculum construction is not

so much what others id.11 require of our students, but rather what we believe

young people should know at the end of their formal education. By providing

the best possible ansvier to that question, we are also doing the best possible

job of preparing our students for their next step, whether that step be continuD.ng

education, the job market, or what have you. I assume that this point is somewhat

contentious, so perhaps I had best cast it very precisely: With very few excep-

tions, there are no subjects now taught in high school which are necessary

prerequisites —intellectually—to x^hat happens to students after high school,

I expect that some of the exceptions to this broad statement will diminish in

time (as on the job training becomes even more conventional), I shall somewhat

later propose a method for handling requirements imposed ly employers or colleges

which we do not feel are justifiable in their own terms. In general, therefore,

the best way of approaching curriculum development is not to make any assumptions

about specific requirements that will later be imposed by others, but to ask

what we would be teaching if no such requirements were imposed.

Against a backgroimd of commitment to lof;ic and analysis,, xihich should permeate

all our work, I think it is possible to suggest a number of substantive areas

which have intrinsic intellectxial value. By intrinsic intellectual value I mean

that they provide people xrith information and styles of thinking iirhich make it

easier to cope with, and hence exercise some degree of control over, the world

in which they live. I shall first propose some subject areas, and then make

some suggestions about how they might be packaged.

The social sciences , I shall be accused of expressing a parochial bias, and

there is, no doubt, seme justice in the accusation. But I think it understand-

able if I express some skepticism as well, since the general area of social

science is clearly the single weakest area in the present high school curriculum.

To the extent to which ife is included at all, it tends to be represented as

current events, or as social adjustment. There is virtually no inisistence on
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rigor, or precisionj opinions are treated as if they had the same status

. as knowledge and were all equally valid, and probleras are dealt with as if

they were easily reducible to moral issues.

If xfe seek to institute a more reas-ned approach to social phenomena, then

I think it is fair to insist that the critical building blocks be economics,

psychology, sociology, and civics.

' There are elementary schools which are now experimenting with the teaching

of economics. There is no intellectual reason why young people cannot have

a far more sophisticated understanding of economic institutions and processes

than they are now exposed to. And it hardly needs be added that such an understand

-ing will offer them great increments both in their own personal lives and in

their public lives. (Without designinp: such a course, I would suppose that money

and banking, sane marketing, some tax policy, and some macro-theoiy would be

" included.

)

Psychology is included both because adolescents tend to be interested in it,

and because their interest makes a good deal of sense. A psychology course,

which would help to explain why people behave in curious ways, why it is some-

times difficult to communicate vjith ona's parents, and sometines even with

oneself, why we cannot always explain how we came to behave in certain ways,

and so on, would encourage our students to introspection and would, decidedly,

offer them a t;reater chance for self-control, and, therefore, for self-expression.

Sociology provides an understanding of group life, and particularly of ciiltural

differences. ¥ell-taught, it insists upon understanding and appreciation as

I
preconditions for evaluation. Hence tolerance, and even empathy, are key values

implicit in the discipline. ( I make this point because I shudder at the prospect

of a sociology course which explicitly tries to drum "respect for others"' into

the heads of the students. If the course is well taught, the important lessons

will be both implicit and obvious.) Any sociology course we contemplate should

surely pay primary attention to racial groupings, and probably also to ethnie

groups in the United States.
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In all three cases, the object is not to engage in friendly bull-sessionsj

but to engage the students with the possibility of responsible generalization.

It may x\rell be that there is not much hard fact in all the social science lore,

but there is an impressive amount of kno!frled;^e about social processes, including

such concepts as the self-fulfilling prophecy, consistency, deficit financing,

feed-back, and so on, I use the term "civics" with some hesitation. As a

political scientist, I am particularly sensitive to the gross inadequacies of

what gets taught under that particular heading, I have not replaced it by

"political science", because I do not want to emphasize the analytic questions

which intrigue my brethern. It is, after all, important that students be

provided some intelligent description of how decisions get made, and enforced,

in a modern society, and of how, in general, conflicts arise and are resolved

(or not), and of how power is gained and exercised, ¥e know a fair amount about

these things, and, though what we know hardly satisfies us, it is a light year

beyond what gets taught. Again and again, lest the point be lost, I want to

emphasize that the substance of these subjects, and of those to which I now turn,

is only half the battle. If we have communicated only the substance we have not

done the job. Our students must have the intellectual capacity to cope intelli-

gently with all the substantive information with which they will be bombarded

throughout their lives, and the only way to insure that capacity is to be

constantly aware that that is our task. (It may strike some as rather Utopian

to talk about "intellectual capacities" of high schocl students. Perhaps, indeed,

it is. But I would argue that most of our urban students have never been put

to a fair test, have never been involved in a system which had a clear conception

of its task.)

History . I have already suggested the rationale for the inclusion of history.

More than ar^ other subject, it exposes one to change in human affairs, to the

concept of cause and effect, of process, of development. Fran my perspective,,

history might as easily have been included under the listing of the social

sciences. But I don't take tables of intellectual organization very seriously
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I in any case, so I am willing to treat it separately.

American students ought to know ionerican history, and know it as process.

That gives them a sense of rootedness in their own country and culture. For

the same reason, and because it stretches the mental horizons, they ought to

know the history of the West, however problematic it is to do a responsible

job in a one-year course,

I am somewhat troubled over the priority which ought to be accorded a course

on Eastern civilizations. If we assume that Madison Park will last for fifty

years, the median year of graduation will be about the year 2000, It is entirely

possible that a relatively high degree of familiarity with the East will be deemed

a part of everyone's conventional intellectual baggage by that time. And it is

also clear that a study of the East provides at a macro-level what a study of

)

sociology provides a micro-level. Yet we lack trained teachers and adequate

materials. My judgement on this course, therefore, is that it is intellectually

defensible, and ought to be programmed into the curriculum just as soon as we

can do a decent job. It is only slightly lower in priority than those courses

where I believe we have to begin teaching immediately, even if we are not as

well-prepared as we would like.

Foreign language , I move next to this ai'ea because the point I want to make

is identical with the point I have, just made. If we could be assured that the

conventional two j'-ears of study of a foreign language would, indeed, provide

the student with reasonable oral fluency in that language, then I would insist

|i on a requirement that all students study a foreign language. For the time being,

in the absence of such assurance, I would leave foreign languages as an elective*

(Once again, the question of college requirements will be dealt with a bit further

on.)
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English. It is obvious that the ability to communicate effectively is imiaensely

useful. As with all tho courses we now teach, to say thr.t they ou£ht to be in

I tomorrow's curriculum, is not to say that they oupht to be retained with their

present emphasis, in their present forms, I think, for example, that while

there is vmdoubted value in learning something of the power of words as an in-

dependent subject, there is no reason why much of the work we now do in English

cannot be integrated with our other course work, American literature is properly

a part of American history, and writing an essay in sociology is no less taxing

an expressive assignment than writing a_ composition in English, There are, quite

likely, areas of inquiry in English which are best kept separate, but for most of

our students, English is essentially a tool rather than an end, and it is best

learned as a tool. This is particularly so if we assuire, as I do, that we are

not far from the day when students will arrive in high school, in almost all

cases, with an essentially adult reai'.ing capacity. If we can get over the

hump of teaching reading skills, then English can, in the main, be integrated

into other courses.

Mathematics , ¥e approach the time when eighth grade students will have learned

algebra. Even today, most of them can execute the arithmetic skills which are

most called for in daily life. Now, whether or not anybody except a scientist

gets anything out of studying algebra is, as I have already suggested, not

clear. For ray part, I think it infinitely more useful that students be easposed

to probability theory and descriptive statistics. To the degree to which

algebra and geometry are now rationalized on the basis of their neatness and

^ rigor, probability theory enjoys the same quality. That it is more useful,

over a wider range of real life problems encountered by non-scientists cannot

be questioned. And, finally, probability seems to be immensely more teachable

than algebra, samply because the situations and examples upon which it draws

" are so varied and engaging, I do not stop on this issue, because I have no
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particular desire tc tilt t/ith windmills, I should hope that questions such as

the one I have just raised can be raised in i3reater detail, than I can here enter

into, and can be as seriously and honestly debated as I believe they need to be.

Natural science . Others will have to expand on my comments here. My impression

is that the basic component of the science curriculiim should be a very detailed

examination of medical biology, including descriptive genetics and microbiology*

These subjects, again, are directly relevant to conventional life circumstances,

and deserve to be communicated thoroughly and well. Chemistry, on the other

hand, aside from those aspects necessarily included in the sort of biology course

I envision, has no special value that I can discern. It is the sort of subject

one cannot "do anything with" xinless one knows it veiy well, and I would therefore

not insist on it. Finally, a physics course which provides students with at least

a rudimentary understanding of mechanics^ seems a reasonable requirement, I place

greater emphasis on biology both because I envision that major scientific progress

in coming decades will be in that area, and because biology is of more immediate

personal relevance to most loeople.

In all cases, I think that our goal should be to produce students who have some

understanding of what makes things and people tick, but still more an appreciation

for the meaning and method of scientific inquiry, A student ought to be able to

read of some new discovery, a decade after he has left school, with insight. He

need not be able to understand precisely how it was done, or even precisely what

it implies; he ought to understand, roughly, why it matters and the kinds of

efforts that went into it.

Other requirements, I have briefly considered the issue of music and art,

and it is my feeling—no more than that—that far more attention should be

paid the integration of both music and the visual arts into' the general curriculum-

that is, into other courses, such as history. As to whether students should
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be required to take courses iii these areas, I am of mixed mind. There is

every reason to offer far richer ^pportixnities for active participation in

art and/or music, and especially in an eirt conceived of broadly, including

architecture, cinematography, photography, as well as the more conventional.

art areas, and in a music v±iich adopts a less snobbish classical posture.

But I am not persuaded that such matters deserve to be treated as requirements.

External requirements . As I have noted, serious questions can be raised

about the degree to which students, ostensibly prepared by the high schools

for jobs, ai^e in fact sufficiently—or even relevantly—trained for jobs.

Nevertheless, it is entirely possible that for some years to come—I would

doubt whether for very many, given our increasing technological sophistication-

some of the skills communicated in high schools are important ways of preparing

for the job market. This would seem to be especially true in the case of

business courses. At the same time, it is possible that all of the courses

offered in a business curriculum which actually prepare students directly

for a career could be taught in a rather short period of time. The use of

office machines, typing, and office procedures—if they are actually

competently taught in the high school at all—can probably be taught in a

matter of several months of intensive work. So, too, with simple automotive

mechanics. Beyond such simple skills, I suspect that most students even today

find it necessary to take additional course work after high school, I see

nothing wrong with this,.

College requirements are a bit more sticky, and probably a bit less defensible.

The right kind of high school should feed into the right kind of college without

any specific stipulation by the college regarding the number of credits required

in this or that area. But we are likely stuck with such requirements for the

time being. Typically, they include foreign languages, math, history, science,

and aiglish, I would hope that colleges can be persuaded that the new kinds

of science, history, and English courses we invision constitute preparation in
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these areas at least as effective as that now typical of high school graduates.

As to math,. I am hopeful that our problem will be solved by the rapidly increasing

' sophistication of elementary school mathematics, although that may be overly

optimistic. If it is, then math could be offered as an elective, or in the same

manner in idiich I propose foreign languages shall be treated. Foreign languages,,

which, it will be recalled, I have proposed be required if and when we develop

I

better methods for teaching, may even now be taught very rapidly and reasonably

well. The Berlitz immersion method, the jlrmy Monterey method, and, I imagine,

other methods as well, if adapted to the high school, would permit the very

rapid acquisition of foreign language skills.

Such skills—in foreign languages, in business, in auto repair, perhaps in math

as well—that is, specialized skills which are viewed as directly related to job

or college plans—might well be made available during the summer and after regular

school- hours, ¥e are talking about a year-round plant, and it is possible that

the curriculum which I have suggested be required leaves little flexibility during

the regular academic year. If running an elaborate educational program during

the Slimmer is not yet a financial possibility, then perhaps we can talk sensibly

about elective overloads, in which students who have these kinds of special career

requirements will have a school day that is longer by an hour or two than their

classmates. The general theory is simples The primary emphasis must be on

those areas where we believe there is an intrinsic value in the material. Those

areas, it is by now clear, are the same for all our students. If,, having done

with them, there is time for electives, there is no reason not to have them,

and even to tailor them to more instrumental needs. If there is time»

There is one other area of student involvement which may well deserve to be

required. All students, as all citizens, woTild benefit from some structured

e3q)osvire to social service activities. There has taken place so dramatic and

so irreversible an expansion in our conception of welfare that it now constitutes
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a major component of urban life. With little imagination, one can easily describe

any number of jobs where students could both learn and, to a limited dsgree, make

r a contribution,. Call it field work in sociology,, if that gives it a more auspi-

cious ring. Whatever it is called, I believe that all students should be involved

in it, and involved early, and that such involvement shoxild earn academic credit.

If we have awarded such credit, over the years, for choral singing and physical

I
education, then it is hard to understand why anyone would object to offering

credit for such an activity,

I am informed that physical education is required by state law, and I consider

myself incompetent to propose how, if at all, it might be made a more meaningful

experience.

Packaging courses , I begin with a simple assertion* Not all things that are

I

worth teaching are worth the same amount of time, nor do they all need to be

taught in the same way. The next section deals with teaching per se. Anticipating

what I shall say there, courses may vary substantially in lengthj courses may be

taught by teachers, or by machines, or by non-certified teachers (other students,

grandparents, visiting college professors), or by some combination! some courses

may have determinate end points, others may end when a student presents himself

for an examination and passes it successfully. And even the same course may be

tried in various ways. This goes back to iiy notion of a constant sense of

experimentation in the school, which, it will be recalled, was the major rationale

for the house system,

) I want now to propose that very serious attention be given the possibility of

devoting an entire year of the organized curriculum to "American studies", which

could include, minimally, history, literature, sociology, civics, music, and

visual arts. Such a course would be unusually difficult to develop, but would

presumably, be unusually meaningful once developed. It is a very precise example

of the purpose the house system serves; the house faculty may well develop such
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a course, and can certainly try teaching it»

It also bears mention that many of the courses I have proposed do not now exist,

at least as fonnal courses, and that both staff and materials are lacking, I

shall shortly suggest that much more emphasis needs to be placed on individual

learning, rather than classroom experience, and it therefore becomes possible

to envision some subjects, perhaps especially those in which we feel ourselves

incompetent, being offered in radically new ways, A specific example will

illustrate what I have in mind here: We do not today have the competence to do

a decent job with a coiirse on Eastern civilization. ¥e can, if we choose, ignore

the subject completely. Or we can assemble a library of materials—and such a

library, including TV documentaries, canned programs, books designed especially

for young people—does already exist, and say to the student that he is responsible

over a fixed period of time, for covering that material, ¥e might be satisfied

with a rather rudimentary e3cpos\ire, or we might insist on more. We might offer

the student some choices, or we might not, I myself would incline, towards

informing all incoming students that they will be held responsible, during the

course of their four years, for a certain level of proficiency in, say, four

foreign ciiltures, and that that competence might be attained wholly through

independent work, or through a mixture of independent and course work. Assuming

a first-rate counselling system, I would not shy away from that kind of approach.

Although it would undoubtedly frighten some students, many parents, and most

teachers, it has the virtue that it takes the student seriously. Under such a

system, the student could present himself for an examination whenever he felt

ready, and would suffer not stigma were he not as rea<^ as he thought.

Much of what I have been saying, and more of what I have been implying, in the

few paragraphs above, and again below, is based on the assumption that programmed

teaching materials of real imagination will be available in the near future,

1^ colleagues who know something about such matters assure me that this is the

case, and they are undoubtedly honorable men*
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I leave the area of the CTirriculum with some relief. I have not done it

f justice^ as none could in so brief a space or m.th such inadequate tools.

Neither, however, do I want to seem overly apologetic for this incomplete

effort. However wanting^ it ought at least to stretch a few minds.

Teaching..

Two assertions: The best teaching is not always done by teachers. The

justification for incompetence which goes "I feel I have done my job if I

have reached one student, really reached him, every couple of years" is

utterly fatuous.

It is possible, although I rather doubt it, that some students are totally

incapable of independent work. On the other hand, it is probable, and I am

quite certain of it, that many students would thrive in an environment which

' offers more freedom, more responsibility, more autonomy, more choice. Normal

classes can in themselves offer more of these than they now do* But there

is no a priori reason why all learning must take place in a classroom, nor

all wisdom be transmitted by a teacher. We have fallen into a student-teacher

classroom pattern only because (a) there is a terrifying concern for control

in our school systems, and (b) no options have traditionally been easily

available. But such options now are coming to exist.

There is, first of all, the whole area of teaching machines and programmed

learning. The possibilities here are only beginning to be explored, iiny

school we build must, if it is to stand a chance of remaining contemporary

for more than a decade, have the capacity to utilize such devices extensively,

I am not among those who lament the end of the human relationship of student

and teacher, because I know of no one who is calling for an end to that

^ relationship. We are talking about a more varied mix, in which different

learning situations are envisioned and realized.
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Let us speculate for a mo.,ient about what a school might look lilce and. feel like-

or, if greater raoclestv is required—what a h. usu might be like—if each student

" were to have an office of his ami. In his office he woulc' have desk, bookshelves,

a television screen, perhaps a tape, recorder, 3Xid a telephone dial. A student

might spend sorae part of his school day in such a room, dialing for display on the

television screen whatever programs he chose to study, for as lone as he chose to

I

study them. He might be'',in with historj^, and, finding hiiiiself bored, turn for a

longer pe.tlod to biology. The possibilities are endless. Pi%as could, if necessar^^

be controlled, so that a student would be required to check in with his teacher

or counsellor before proceeding to next stage of complexity. Students might be

offered private time as an incentive, or as a choice. Some students might find that t

they woi'k best privately, xvhile others would find the system too challenging, or

too threatening, and might make miniraal~or no-use of it,

Ifhat are the objections to such a systom? The first, I presume, is cost, and I

can only suggest that we probably have not th^^ught tlirough the cost, implications

very thoroughly. An overall reduction in classroom time permits an overall

reduction in classroom space. I would hope such a system would not lead to a

reduction in the n^jmbor of teachers, but even without such a reduction, we might

find that the additional costs of office space were not exorbitant. In any case,

sufficient experii^ientation to provide us with a reasonable cost-benefit analysis

of such a procedure is warranted before dismissing the proposal strictly on

financial grounds.

There are, of course, other forms of objection. 1/Jhat guarantee would we have,

for exa-aple, that private tiine would be effectively used, that students wo^^ld

not arause themselves in other ways while they su.uld be studying, that the degree

of control that would be required to enforce legitimate behaviors in the private

I offices would not be excessive? The ansx-Jors, I think, are rather plain. T'ftiat

guarantee do we now have that students are paying attention in the classroom? Is
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it not relatively easy to create review procedures which can detemiine whether a

student is maki,ig progress,, whether the pro&;re&s is in private or in a class?

I
And it is the whole issue of control so overriding ac some are v;ont to think?

Perhaps only students of unusual maturity would benefit froirt so iuach autonomy,

(The actual degree of autonomy, in terms of time, can easily be varied.) But

even if this is so, then ought we not experiment with such procedures with at

least these students?

Let me be very clear. I aiTi not suggesting that specially selected students be

permitted to go through four years of high school without talking to a teacher.

I aiu siaggesting only that all, or nearly all, stucents be given the opportunity

to do some of their work in private, the "some" boin.g varied in terms of the

student's own response to these nev: conditions for learning. (Note that the

I student's response, as indeed our own, may differ from course to course.) Such

a system, if intelligently adininistered, should enable the student to have more

intimate (if somewhat less frequent,) contact with teachers. A teacher would

be stationed near every group of offices, available to aJiswer questions that

students might have. And teachers might infor.nally collect small groups of

students for tutorial sessions during their private hoars. Contact is, perhaps ,

enriched.

I am aware that the softvrare x^^hich XTOuld permit such a syste.n to be iiaplemented

is only in a very ci-ude stage of development. But iiiiagine, if you will, that

truly exciting things are produced i:i the coming decade x^rhich are meant for a

system such as the one I am proposing. And imagiLne fxirther that the school does

not have the capacity to utilize such software, vtere are we then? I want to

add a word about one obvious modification of this proposal. It will undoubtedly

be suggested by some to whom the basic idea appeals that private offices are a

bit much, and we should think instead of more conventional carrels. My avoidance

of carrels is quite purposeful ^though not intense

.
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Technically, it is possible that they flight be adapted to the pirrposes described

here. But there are ti^ro drawbacks to carrels, (l) I thini<: there i-s likely a

i
marginal advantage, especially as regards lower cl.?.ss children, to pi-oviding

them with a roOBi, however iuodest, which is their oxim, X'jhich, perhaps, has a

lock and key. (2) 1 siti anxious that we actually institutionalize a lower degree

cf fixation x^ith control of students. I fear that school people are so commoiily

f moved by fear that xje shall simply have to design systems which force them to

accept students as real people. Nevertheless, since I assuine (but do not know)

that it is impossible to contemplate five thousand private offices, some

coi-spromise may be necessary. My inclination, following from the above, would

be to o'juble and triple schedule offices, but not to de-privatize them by dumping

all the kids into a language lab type atmosphere. A final word on individual

learning. It is_, I suppose, what might be called a radical proposal—although

I the precedent of the language lab ought to calm us. Quite possibly, it warrants

substantial investigation and experiiiientation before it is X'fidely diffused,

(Again, the house system.) md there are, of course, other and more conventional

paths for individual learning, most notably librarj'' research. But the method

proposed here, or one of its kind, conforms precisely to a r,;aidate I asserted

some tiviie ago—that the school offer the student i.voaningful autonomy, not in a

simulation of the adult world, but in areas of direct concern. Training for

choice as an adult depends upon experiencing choice as a child. In a system

xj^here students have such choices, failure ceases to be a particularly meaningfxil

concept, since it is to be expected that students will sometiiaes malce stupid

choices. I make this point now because it x\rill crop up once again xjhen I come

to discuss grades.

Teachers

k To prove my good intentions, my lack of hostility towards the teaching profesaLon,

I turn now briefly to the role of the teacher. I shall assume that there is

general agreement on the virtue of team teaching, and add only that team teaching
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is at its best not when the teachers behave as conspirators^ but whan they are

sufficiently confident to disagree with each othur in front of the students.

It takes a peculiar kind of teav.i to do this in a useful way, but that kind of

team can do great things. I shall also aesanie that some form of private

learning system, which brings teachers into contact with sraall groups of

students, is also adopted. And I shall defer to a later part of this essay

an exajTiination of teacher responsibility for curi-iculuin development,

What wants saying now is that teachers must be students. Quite apart from the

fact, known to every one of us, that the teachers' colleges are doing an

absurdly inadequate job—that is, even if all of our teachers were recruited

from the very bost colleges in the country—the public school teacher runs

serious risks of going completely stale very early in his career. In the

normal course of events, he is not challenged to stay intellectually alive

during the entire co'orse of his career. This becomes a particularly worrisome

problem where intellectual birth never took place at all, as is too often the

case.

If the reader noxir begins to suspect that there was sorie sarcasm in my assertion

of good intentions with respect to teachers, he is x-jroug. For my good

intentions lead me to insist that continuing education, tied to the school, be

made available to all teachers. A system which simply proid-des salary increments

for course credits earned elsewhere is insufficient. There is no guarantee that

what is learned elsewhere is at all useful, and, on the basis of my own

experience in teaching public school teachers at a major state -university, my

impression is that such studies are often not useful. Moreover, conventional

college courses, with conventional requirement, may not be the best way for

teachers to stay alive intellectually, I do not mean that teachers ought not

be permitted to take such courses, but rather that the school system assume

the responsibility of providing a different, and new, form of continuing
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education for teachers. This is especially usefial where team teaching, which

ideally makes a sha-.,(Oles of traditional disciplinary boundaries is xiridely used.

Various procedures are possible. One iriaght attach to a house a visiting faculty

member, himself a multi-disciplined college faculty member who would cc/jiiit

himself to spending one, two or tha^ee hour sessions a week with the house faculty.

One might havo a department chairman, or a teacher, who was himself sometking of

a scholar, offer a course to his colleagues. I am not talking about workshops,

but about courses with rich intellectual content. My best guess is that such

courses could be developed rather easily, and at a much lower cost than might

at first sfeom to be i.plied. (This is the sort of public service activity which

might greatly attract college teachers, if care X'Jere exercised not to over-

exploit them.)

Quite apart from the benefits such a system might offer the teacher himself, and

such benefits may be very jjnportant, there are also the residual benefits of

creating an atmosphere in which the school becomes a center for education.

Students should be ai'irare of what is happening, that they may come to understand

that Iwcirning coes not hr.ve a determinate end-point, that the teacher is not the

repository of all knowledge, anc": that the teacher's protestations about the

attraction of intellectual acventure are not simply pious phrases.

Mon-Teacher Teachers

I have been speaking of teachers as if we knew xjho they vjerc. ifc assume that a

teacher is a college graduate, duly examined and licensed by the appropriate

authorities. But surely there are others who have useful things to communicate

to students. The school population, for example, includes a sizeable non-

teaching staff, now a kind of mechanical appendage to the real business of the

school. Custodians, dieticians, nurses, secretaries—all these are part of the

school. If homemalcing is to be taught, might it not be taught by those who cook

the school's meals, and in roojiis attached to the school kitchen? If shop is to
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be taught, might it not be taught by those who kaep the physical plant, using

the physical plant as t'roir teaching equipment? It will be argued that such

personnel are most likely unequipped to teach, and that perhaps is true. There

would, no doubt, be vci-y soriciis union problems, since organized labor may find

it difficult to contemplate a plumber-toachor. But such problems c.o not rule

out an energetic pursuit for the three castodians and two nurses, somewhere in

Boston, who would malce great teachers, license or no.

'rnis proposal is part of a more general perception, which holds that the basic

data input into ajiy school, and hence into the curriculum, is the school itself—

the buildings, the )nanagement, the students, the staff. The school today is

turned inwarc psychologically and outxirards intellectually. I should prefer a

modest reversal, a turning outward psychologically, r.xio. a turning inward

intellectually.

VJhen I come to deal with the relationship between the school and the community,

I shall say something about the use of groups which locate in the school building

as teachers. I have in ramd the possibility of encoiir'^iing a solid repertory

theatre (Theatre Company of Boston,) or an arts workshop, or some similar

organizations, to use facilities in the school, perhaps even facilities for

perforinances and exhibitions, as well as for work, anc, in return for the

facilities, requii^e payrtient in kind—teaching students, offering plays and

exhibits and lessozis tv students, and so on. But that is a later chapter.

In this view, the licensed teacher is not preeminently the person who stands

before a class of students for a fixed number of hours every day, but rather

a person who guides and coordinates the learning process, in which he himself

plays a central, but not exclusive role.
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Students as Teachers , Evidence continues to mount that students themselves can

be particularly effective teachers, and still more that students who teach learn

a good deal. By creating opportunities for this kind of student interaction, the

schooL takes a step towards meeting still another problem as well. That problem

is the decidedly custodial image of the school.

The school appears to its students as a custodial institution not only because

control is so pervasive, but, even in the best of circumstances, because there is

no relationship between time and learning. Students are required by law to spend

fo\ir times one hundred and eighty days in the high school, no matter how much they

learn during that period. The only requirement is that they not do very badly.

This means, obviously, that society is less interested in what students learn

in the school than in how long they spend there. Such a vjew may be sensible.

We might argue that it takes four years for information to gestate, or we might

"argue that students are being given four years in which to learn just as much as

they want. The increasing availability of advanced courses in the .high school

helps to make the system tenable. And it would surely be awkward to suggest

that there is a fixed point of intellectual development beyond which the high

school should be relieved of its responsibilities towards the student.

At the same time there does remain a central pre-occupation with time rather

than with learning. If we were able to devise a system -whereby the kinds of

activities students were engaged in would change, dramatically, as they reached

certain stages of development, understanding that not all students would be

expected to pass through all stages, we would help to undercut that pre-occupation.

One direction in which we might go would be to use private study hours as a kind

of change, creating a system in which students would be given increasing autonomy

as they became more intellectually responsible. But I am a bit troubled
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by such an approach, because I do not know that there is any correlation

between intellectual development and an increased educational utility in

individual learning. Be that as it may, we might find it useful to engage

large numbers of older students in tutoring younger students,

I do not know the evidence well enough, but, if I am not mistaken, there

need be no stipulation that only unusually successful older students be

enlisted as tutors. If we accept a tutoring situation as one in which the

tutor is as much a beneficiary as the tutee, this is not simply a social

service game, a time-filler for people who have whizzed through the formal

curriculum. It is, instead, simply another learning environment, again one

over which the school authorities would have relatively little control, but

which makes educational sense nonetheless. Accordingly, I do not propose

an extra-curricular tutorial, but one built into the curriculum. Once again,

such a system might be tried out in one or two houses- before being more

generally institutionalized,

/

Grades, Credits, and Evaluatione

There is no question that students must be permitted to proceed at their

OTm pace, that the school cannot specify some golden maximum skill which,

once attained, is taken as final, A system which does make such a speci-

fication implicitly violates everything we ought to be saying to the student

about learning as a continuing, infinite, process. This means, in the firat

instance, that such concepts as "9th grade social studies" or "10th grade

algebra" are not viable. We have to begin with students where they aere

when we get them, and move with them just as fast and as far as they are

able and willing to go.

Acceptance of such a general principle points in several operational direc-

tions. First, the school must have substantial education resources, of diff-

erent kinds, so that we can say to a student who has moved substantially
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faster than the mean "here is what you can do if you want to go farther with

this subject," This, in turn, implies the kinds of varieties in learning

situations which I have discussed above. Second, we are led to an ungraded

classroom, ubtch is another way of describing a class where work can proceed

at several. levels of competence simultaneously. In a class of twenty randomly

selected students, there are likely four or five groupings of development.

It is not easy to manage an ungraded classroom, but emphasis on diversity of

approach and on tutoring both help. Third, we must have more accxirate, more

frequent, and more reasoned assessments of the progress of students then we

now have. This is critical, since we are moving from a situation in which it

was thought best to treat all students as if they fell within one standard

deviation from the mean towards a situation in which diversity is accepted.

The polymodal student body, to which we now begin to respond, depends upon

knowing just where the modes—that is, the students—are*

It is administratively simple to assume that all students are roughly alike,

or, at the veiy least, that all students within a class are similar. But the

assumption is not very helpful educationally. As educators, we recognize that

such an assumption is no more than a convenient, if slopj^, description. But

to move towards the more accurate assumption, which accepts student diversity,

may raise impossibly difficult administrative problems. The solution of

those problems depends upon two factors—the sensitivity of the teacher, and

the availability of a data system which permits meaningful assessment of the

student's progress.

Such a c?ata system would, ideally, be based on tests, personal assessments,

and other measures of development undertaken rather frequently. The effort

wo-uld be to generate on a massive basis precisely the kind of evaluation which

is b\iilt into programmed learning—"this^ow far a student has come, and this

is where he ought to be able to ttim next," As a check on the accuracy of any

testing procedures, a sprinkling of test items should be drawn from materials

already tested at an earlier stage, and from more advanced materials than the

student ought, in theory, be able to handle.
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To do all this, we shall need a computer facility, where individual records

will be stored. If both the tests and the facility are well-planned, we

should be able to call up not only a judgement of overall performance, but

even information about such questions as what kinds of problems seem to be

causing a given student special difficulty. It is likely that the best

mechanical arrangement for such a computer facility would be to provide each

house with a remote access console, permitting immediate call-up of the

records of any student from the central facility, (More will be added about

the uses of a computer whai I come to talk of the school as a constantly

changing system.)

The important point here is that we now rapidly approach the day when our

technical ability to handle data will match our educational aspirations.

It is time, therefore, to take our aspirations out of cold storage and

begin to thaw them out.

Grades , In the conventional high school, grades and teacher approval are

the chief incentives offered the student. Many of us are dissatisfied with

a system which invests so much in symbols whose actual meaning we are our-

selves unsure of, yet we have not been wholly successful in creating a more

functional set of incentives, I would hope that, in time, we might move

towards a system in which learning were seen as its own reward, in which

the increase in personal efficacy which comes with learning were suffici-

ently marked to eliminate the need for more trivial rewards. In such s

system, evaluations of progress would take the place of grades, I do not

have great confidence in our present ability to provide thorough and mean-

ingful evaluations, nor in our ability to eell them as a substitute for

grades. If, however, we can agree that we ought to move in that direction,

I would once again urge that various forms of evaluation, and mixes of

grades and verbal evaluations, be explored in our several houses.
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We do confront a serious intellectual problem in this general area. The

school system is ambivalent about the meaning of success. We all believe

that a dullard who becomes an average student represents a greater success

than a very bright student who stays very bright. Yet our present reward

system continues to favor achievement rather then progress. Half-hearted

attempts have been made to correct this anomaly \yy grading "effort" indepen-

dently, but they have never been taken very seriously. We may yet develop a

capacity for assessing reliably the potential of every student~we are a long

way from such accuracy—but even that capacity would not solve our problem,

which is intellectual rather than technical. Would we be satisfied with ft

grading system which assigned grades solely on the basis of achievement as

compared to potential? It would take an unbelievably sophisticated society

before such grades were properly interpreted, Tet, withall, a grading system

which would tell us, on some absolute scale, how much a student had learned,

and would also tell us how well he had performed relative to his capacity,

would be much more meaningful tbao what we now have. There are surely some

occupations where the basic criterion for employment is less intellectual

echievoment than personal achievement. And such a system, too, deserves

to be tried.

Counselling , Any school which takes the individual seriously must have

covmselling facilities that go very far beyond anything that is now available.

There are three aspects to a counselling system which have already been intro-

duced, and which are independent of trained counsellors. First, our teachers

are expected to have more intimate contact with students~both beca\ise of

small classes and because of the house system—then they now do, and hence

th^ become, necessarily and desirably, counsellors themselves. Second, any

substantial incorporation of programmed materials provides the student with a

kind of automatic counselling, at least so far as that specificy body of

materials goes. Third, increased reliance on comprehensive evaluations

provides more accurate guidance than present hit and miss methods*
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Thus to say that our system requires a much heavier investment in counselling

does not necessarily mean that it requires a much heavier investment in

counsellors, I have precious little information about the kinds of things

which today's counsellors are supposed to know. As general structures, I

would assert only that (1) the counselling staff ought to be integrated with

the academic staff, not an appendage to it (which might mean that some

counsellors would engage in formal teaching, or that some teachers would

engage in formal counselling), (2) students ought to have some choice aa

to their counsellor, (3) counsellors should be formally attached to houaea,

(ii) the school must have adequate staff psychologiats, who eould double aa

teachers of the psychology courses, (5) much of the routine functions of the

counsellor—advice on college or job opportunities—can be handled by a

computer.

Odds and Ends

Other aspects of the school as an educational system remain to be elaborated

in subsequent sections, I want here to introduce a plea for very careful

consideration to the idea of having a dormitory facility as part of the high

school. The idea was a natural outgrowth of the emphasis on a house system

(why not a live-in house?), but has no necessary connection to the house

system, I am informed that there are significant numbers of adolescents in

Boston whose home situations are untenable, and who either continue to live

in those untenable situations or who are institutionalized. If we are

talking, as I believe we are and should be, about a campus high school, it

becomes reasonable to talk about a dormitory facility, where several htindred

students who might otherwise be institutionalized, and who will almost

certainly otherwise not be educated, would be housed. Such students should

not be iso33ted academically, but might easily have some educational re-

sources physically located in their dormitory. Various models could be

developed for such a facility, including college students (perhaps graduates
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of the dormitory itself) living in as tutor-counsellors, work-study programs

which would engage the students in some aspects of physical plant maintenance,

and the like. Quite incidentally, it is likely that the construction of such

a facility could be separately funded by appropriate welfare agencies.

As a gratuitous suggestion, I think it extremely useful to imagine a college

facility connected to the high school. In every case of a high school which

borders on a college that has come to iry attention, there appears to have

developed an unusually useful and provocative relationship between the two.

This relationship usually means that college teachers are much more avail-

able to the high school than they otherwise would be, that s.tudent-teachers

are readily available, that some facilities can be shared, and that college

itself becomes much less awesome from the perspective of the high school

student. Since, evidently, no final decision as to the location of the

University of Massachusetts (Boston) has been made, and since, apparently,

there is a bloc of land adjoining Madison Park which is available for renewal,

I enter here iry plea that the educational authorities in Boston express to the

U Mass trustees their judgement on this question. An educational system,

best conceived, is not self-contained.

Special educational facilities

«

3ii passing, I have already noted seme

special facilities which might be built into the school such as houses,

student offices, and such, A brief listing of other facilities follows;

1, Libraries. Each house must have its own library facility, and such a

facility must be as liveable as possible. It should have a maximum of

secluded (not private) space, designed to be the sort of place where students

will want to go even when they have no special library needs. The central

library need not be a large onej it should be a service center for the several

house libraries, and a storage center for specialized reference materials.

Any adequate library will have a computerized records system which will permit

instant location of any catalogued work, and therety permit all its holdings

to be on loan~at the house libraries—simultaneously.
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2, Offices for teachers. It goes without saying that teachers who are

expected to take their work seriously, and more especially teachers who

are expected to spend a significant proportion of their time in counselling,

must have adequate private space. The danger is that such space will be

too private, too remote and austere to be accessible to students » One

ready solution would be to place teachers' offices in a perimiter ring

around the house library, A teachers* lounge could be designed aa part

of such a complex, (One special virtue of the notion of offices for students

is that, with such space available, all student-teacher confrontations need

not take place on the teacher's home ground; the student, too, gets a chance

to play host.) Wherever teachers' offices are finally located, they ought

not be isolated, out of the way of student activities and hence of student

traffic,

(One alternative to the private office for students notion is to build a

library surrounded by teachers ' offices, and to provide one or two balconiea,

accessible only from the central library, which have partititoned offices to

which students would be given access on a first-some-first-serve basis. A

student would then not have a home of his own in the school, but he would

have roughly the same ability to find privacy for individual learning aa in

the earlier model. Control problems wo\ild thereby be eliminated, at least

insofar as overt misbehavior were concerned.)

3, Auditoria and lecture halls. Each hoTise must have an auditorium capable

of seating the entire population of the house. To be efficient^ such an

auditorium must be easily partitionable into lecture areas, aeating between

one and two hundred students each,

I might add at this point that I think it would be a disaster were houseae

designed symetrically. Each house should be architecturally distinguishable

from the others, or, if such architectural distinction is not feasible, then

as much distinction in internal design (layout) and decor as possible must

be available.
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k» student lounges. While the library is seen as comfortable and inviting

place, it is one where quiet is essential. There ought to be a place within

each house which is for more ebullient relaxation. Perhaps some limits on

actual boisterousness are necessary, but there ought at the very least be a

living room area, which would presumably be used by student groups, committees,

or students who find themselves with some free time. I suspect that it might

not be a bad idea to have such a space adjacent to the headmaster's office,

5, Other special facilities. Although houses are envisioned as largely

self-contained, there are some facilities which cannot be distributed, A

central gymnasium, a central food preparation facility, computer and school

management offices, will all be part of a central facility. What of apwxi-

alized laboratories, workshops, and the like? It is likely that resources

of this order should be distributed among the several houses, one hosting

students with special lab needs, another playing the host to advanced artists,

and so on. Were this done, a house might veiy rapidly take on the personality

appropriate to its specialized facility, to which its own students would,

almost naturally, have some advantaged access. Examples of such specialized

facilities include not only labs and workshops, but music practice rooms,

computers, language labs, business equipment, and so on.

Summary

My initial temptation was to attach to this document a separate listing

of all the specific proposals it contains. Such a listing, however, would

undoubtedly have backfired, since some would have read it without the textual

argument from which it draws whatever strength it has. Yet, having reread

what I have now written, it seems advisable to lighten the burden on the reader

by drawing particular attention to the actual proposals herein contained, I

want to stress that the specific proposals depend very heavily on the argument,

on a view of the school which holds that it must be far more oriented to
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individual students than it now is, that it must be concerned with the

autonon^r of the individual ard his training for a choice-making life,

that, in short, the temper of the school is the necessary condition for

its success* Temper alone cannot do the jobj structural help is required,

lest the temper be abandoned in the face of a hostile physical and organi-

zational environment. But without the temper, there is no virtue in any of

the innovations proposed.

What has been proposed with respect to the educational program of the

school?

1, A house system, providing a natural structure for substantial ongoing

experimentation. Houses are to contain about eight hundred students each,

to be distinguishable from one another in structure as well as style, and

are to be selected by the students through relativel free choice,

2, A curriculum with much heavier emphasis on the social sciences than is

now the case, and with a reduced number of "career training" co-urses. The

bulk of the curriculum would be required, although the form in which re-

quired skills were gained would be varied. There would be a summer program

emphasizing the acquisition of "practical" skills. The role and kind of

mathematics should be reconsidered,

3« A diversity of learning situations would be available, such that not

only would different courses be taught in different ways, but that students

might opt for various mixes, the same course materials being made available

in diverse forms. One such form woxild be individual learning, bes-t thought

of as a setting in viiich the student has direct access to programmed

materials of his own choice,

ll« Institutionalization of student-to-student teaching relationships is to

be sought,

5. There are to be no formal grade (freshman,,,,senior) divisions j the

school is to be ungraded.
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6, Marks for courses are either to express achievement as a ftnction of

capacity, or are to be replaced entirely with evaluations of progress,

7» At least some examinations will be offered whenever students feel

themselves ready to be examined. Such examinations cannot be failedj

that is, tfeere is no stigma attached to not passing. Further, a student

who passes an exam at a given level of proficiency can retake the examination,

at his option, in order to verify that he has attained a higher level of

proficiency,

8, An elaborate counselling system is to be instituted, in which teachers

as well as professional counsellors are engaged. The present ratio of

counsellors to students in the Boston high school is roughly one to six

hundred, Iftiless it can be demonstrated that others can function effectively

as counsellors, such a ratio is entirely unacceptable, A minimum of three

covinsellors should be attached to each house of eight hundred. Counsellors,

in addition to their direct contact with the students, would also have primary

responsibility for the maintenance of an elaborate record-keeping system, on

which reliable and useful evaluations of student development depends. The

data for such a records system should be close to real-time—that is, whenever

new information is available on some aspect of a student's progress, it is

to be fed into the central data storage facility. Further, adequate records

mean frequently gathered records. In order for a counselling syatem to work,

there must be reasonably comprehensive assessments of student development at

no more than six week intervals,

9, Embedded in the preceding proposal is the concept of computerized system,

with remote control access units. Such a system could be used for general

school management purposes as well as for student files, (One aspect of

student files not yet mentioned is the desirability of substantial data on

post-high school experiences of graduates. Any theory of education can be

tested only as such data are systematically collected,)
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10« A number of second order recoramendations ("it would be nice if we

could, but it doesn't seem critical) have been noted, including use of

non-teaching staff in teaching capacities, accessibility of teachers'

offices to some central area, continuing education for teachers, such

as the library, inclusion of a social service component in the curriculum.

The proposals I have highlighted above are singled out for attention either

because they seem especially contentious or especially important. In

addition, a significant number of proposals with a heavy bearing on the

educational task are yet to be made, in the context of the sections liiiich

now follow.





THE HIGH SCHOOL AS A POLITICAL SYSTM ^Q

9
The fact that the function of the high school is education does not mean that

the high school is only an educatioxial systc],:. It is also, obviously^ a

^ysical system, and, as I am about to argue, a political system as well.

. There are patterns of authority and control x\rithin the high school, and it

may well be that such patterns have an iraportant ecucational beciring,

(Aspects of the school system which do not bear on education, in one way or

another, are of no interest to us in this report.)

Two aspects of the earlier discussion of education have direct bearing on

the discussion of control patterns within the school. First, if we are to have

houses with a truly expeririiental caste, there must be a fair degree of educa-

* tional autonomy within any house. The principal caniiot closely control all the

different approaches, for such control, even if possible, will surely inhibit

radical experimentation. I must postpone a bit some suggestions on how innova-

tion might be institutionalized, but it is clear, I trust, that we are ta3ii:ing

here about a system in which unusual., educational autonomy is invested in the

housemasters

•

Second, I introduced earlier some commentson the apparent fixation of many

school people vrith the issue of student control, I do not mean to pretend that

there is no problem of control, nor that rules are always oppressive. On the

contrary, I have found that rules administered justly by people who are

genuinely foad cf children have beneficial consequeiices. It may be that one

problem of the school with respect to discipline is that disciplinary problems

tend to be assigned to a specific person, from whom all penalties therefore

emanate. It v/ould be hard to imagine hov-c such a person could be favorably

viewed in any social system. In any case, it seems to me that our present

schools are so heavily biased in favor of strict and even repressive rule
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enforcement that there is no real threat of a revolution of perriiissivonoss

,

f We need less to be concerned with theories and labels and more with the puiposes

rules serve, the ways in which they are irost reasonably eiifjrci;d, and how, if

at all, we can spend less energy worrying about them.

As a start, I \TOuld reject any xoroposal which purports to solve the problem of

discipline by giving students a major share of the enforcement responsibility.

Students tend to be substantially more punitive than their elders. Moreover,

there are few school administrations which are prepared to give students ex-

tensive enforcement authority. The arrangement usually takes the form of

student control over minor infractions, with raajor infractions dealt with by

a disciplinary officer. ( That officer is typically a vice-principal, who is

also responsible for student government, morale, and extra-curricular activities,

' It is an unlikely, and an unwholescvue, combination.) I do not see that any

useful pu3rpose is solved by such a division of responsibility. The student

council, or other responsible student body, has no speci.vl wisdom to bring to

bear to the subject, and is, in any event, charged with c-if orciiig rules it

cai'mot alwcQTS accept as sensible. The disciplinary officer, who presuraably malces

up for in experience tfhat he lacks in speciaL wisdom, aannot sensibly enforce

rules in wholesale fashion.

Rules must be enforced (what an unliappy word) at the house level. When a

student breaks a rule, he is saying something about his attitude towards school,

or towards his teacher, or toward his peers, or tox-iards himself. It malces no

sense to administer sanctions mthout understaiding what the behavior involved

was intended to coiimunicate , In general, the people best equipped to find out

what it is that the student was trjring to st^j are the counsellors, or the

I
teachers, or someone who laiows the student particularly well. There is no

a priori reason to pass the buck for enforcement to a central office. The

apparent reason for this cumbersome procedure is the reluctance of teachers to
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incur the xjrath of students,. I thinlc it clear that good teachers can afford

to mete out sanctions, if sanctions seem appropriate, without losing either

the respect or the friendship :>f the student.

It is, unhappily, necessary to protect against arbitrary teachers, those who

have sadistic impulses or wish particular students ill, I should think that a

I

ready appeals procedure, in which no sanction t-jere enforced until a student who so

desired had made his appeal, would in itself act as sufficient inhibition against

violations of due process on the part of teachers.

In general, of course, I would regard sanctions as a last resort, one to be

erqsloyed if it nay be helpf jJ. to a particular student, I would hope that the

intimacy of a house system will itself reduce significantly the petty infractions

I
which now divert so disaproportionate share of jur energies. Social norms are

alw^s the best means of rule enforcement.

The more serious question, of course, is what the rules theinselves need to be

about. The up-the-doxm staircase problem, or the smoking-in-the-bathroom prob-

lem, do not really deserve the attention they get. One helps to solve the bath-

room problem, for exanple, by placing srualle-; bathrooms adjacent to classrooms.

One helps to solve the staircase problem, for example, and incidentally to control

the flow of traffic on staircases, by installing tumstyles at the entrance to a

staircase. In short, the entire behavioral rule book of the conventional liigh

school needs to be examined, in order to see whether soroe rules are not plainly

I silly, others capable of being made absolete by technolog3.cal or design ingenuity,

ond others in need of clearer articulation. S.oailarl^'-, one has to reviex'j en-

forcement procedures in order to determine whether whole categories of rules that

. do seem necessary might not be supervised by faculty or guidance personnel on the

spot.
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I trust that I need net craphasize particularly the sinplo statement that any

W school which permits physical violence as a form of p-unisliraent ought to be

declared incompetent as an educational institution. The whole concept of

punishment (revenge?) is senseless, although sanctions are notj physical punish-

ment is grossly and unacceptably senseless,

" Student govermaent . I am especially sensitive to the phenomenon of student

government, since I was once a '/ice-president of ray high school student body,

and am today a political scientist, concerned xirith governments. Student govern-

ment xifhich justifies itself as an experience with direct democracy is, except in

a very few schools, farcical. There ore, I imagine, serious functions irjiiich

student govexnments might well performi learning how the adijlt world makes rules

or decides about things is not one of them. This is particularly the case when

our ubiquitous vice -principal sits quietly on the sidelines, having coached the

entire teara as to ifhat will be permitted beforohand.

Generally, the theory of student govemraent places far too much eiiiphasis t:n

power and far too little on choice. In an effort to simulate the adult world,

members uf the student government are given special privilege or special authority,

but it is almost invariably true that the privileges and authority are in trivial

matters only. There is a justifiable reluctance to permit the scope of student

government to extend into mattors upon which children cannot be depended.

Yet I dare say that if we x^ere less concoi'iied XJith having the students plajang

^ at making and enforcing rules, ^Jid :.,iore concerned with having them aiake decisions

over matters where their decision were unlikely to be any less well iixformed than

a facxjlty decision, we could construct a meaningful self-government, I see no

compelling rv^ason why a dress code, if one is necessary at all, should be announced

^ by the principal, or, for that matter, even why it should be worked out in concert

between the staff and the students. The students are perfectly capable of making
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a decision in tiiis ar^a^ and I ccLonot ii'^- ine why a school administration sho-old

^ be untELlling to live with that decision. Similarly^ a significant student govern-

ment should have a budget- It is more .rioaningful and raore productive for student

government to assert its authority over money than over other students.

I am not sui;>-gestin2 that students necessarily be consLilted on matters of

I
educational policy. In a good school, raore natural and reliable feed-back

mechanisms are available, and I would not want a student government to be deluded

into thinlcing it had some authority in an -irea where it obviously does not. The

object, instead, shculd be to make realistic distinctions between areas where

student decision malcing can be x^ermitt -d anc those where it may have unhappy

consequences. If there aru not Gn..u_^h aruas which fall into the first category,

then there ought not be s student rpvernment, lest the real lesson that be learned

^ be the doctrine of political cynicism.

The principal. I am informed that thoi-e is no such animal as a principal-proof

school. I suspect that the decentralization of the house system, and the relative

autonomy of the h-vuse masters, provides a little more margin for principal incom-

petence than is now the case, but persistent and aggressive misleadership can

still destroy the school. The problem., of course, is that even reasonable men

xd.ll differ on the qualities of competent leadershipi all the more so the

unreasonable men who are evidently permanent fixtures in debates over schools.

Is this a soluble problem at all? We might thinlc of ways of insulating the

principal, as by decentralizing authority in the school, thereby insuring that

the effects of incompetence will be less dramatically evident. But in so doing

we are also insulating the competent principal. We raight turn towards a reform

of the selection process, but such a reform is so enirxeshed in school coiiimittee

politics that it lies soraexirhat outside the scope of this paper, liorecver, I have

suggested that even were the selection process depoliticized, there would still be
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much room for lesitiioate ecucational debate. Yet there are, perhaps, ways of

structuring the select:..on and retention process which will help us to defend

against incompetence. We do, for example, have a "natui^rl" advisory council in

the houseraast^jrs , 1-Iight x^e not devise a S3^stem in which a principal would require

periodic votes of confidence from such a council, and perhaps even from a broader

representation of the school staff? Lacking such a vote of confidence, the

principal would either resign or would require an unusual majority (2/3, 3A)

in the appointing agency.

It IS not difficult to suggest a procedural model here which may serve as something

of a guide to our thinl<ing, I begin with two axioms; (l) A principal wno docs not

enjoy the confidence of his staff cannot manecge a successful school, (2) Principals

like others, tend to grow stale. Turnover should be required. Following from

these axioms, lire might either require the principal to be replaced every six or

seven years, or, if the lame duck problem were too serious, we might require that

a principal, to be retained, would have to comraand a larger vote of confidence

from his staff each year, (bare majority in his first year of tenure, with an

expectation of a five per cent increase per year thereafter, up to very substantial

support .

)

There are two risks in this kind of proposal. First, a principal may be right

and his staff wrong. IiJhile it is true that a principal x^rho does not enjoy the

confidence of his staff ca^inot do the job, it may be that it is the staff which

needs changing, and not the principal. Second, a principal has, after all, great

power over the composition of his staff. Were he dependent upon their approved

for his continued tenure, would he not be inclined to surround himself with

yes-men?

For these reas'.ns, as for :)thers yet to be noted, I would not take the ejqpression

of sentiment by the staff as controlling. There needs to be some outside judge-

ment, a C'^iiipetent assessment of what is happening in the school provided by





disinterested but iiifjrmed observers . I thercf^^re propose the establisijinent of a

visiting coramittee, which riiight consist C'f ?i professor of Educational Administration

two professors not attached to schools of education, a meaber of the school PTA,

and a staff laember of an orj^aniaation s:ich as EDC, Such coimnittee would not be

vested with legal authority, but its expression of views, espscially x^rhere there is

a dispute between the staff and the principal, would be taken very seriously.

(The power to appoint this committee jin-ght rest with the council of housemasters,

or even some more remote agency.) A visiting coraraittee of this kind might also

act as a screeniig and recommendijig body for the appointment of principals, ranking

candidates from the list proposed. (It is clear that several names should be

proposed, and that, along the ABA model for judicial appointDents, some agency

outside the school system should be asked to assess nominees. Even if the concept

of a visiting committee is not accepted, independent assesseont will help guarantee

responsible selection. The deans of local schools of education, or some siiviilarly

prestigious body, cou2.d serve in tliis capacity.)

In general, the c .ncept f a visiting co;ra;i:iittee seems to me most useful. Schools

today run very grave riskes of insularity, and an acceptance of the principle

"outsiders" raay have something useful t^ contribute, and institutionalization of '

that principle would be tonic f-.r the school. Fees to cons oltants should be

accepted as part of the normal overhead co&t of the school.

Educational policy making. Educational policy making within the school—for the

school as a whole—should be understood as the responsibility of the council of

housemasters together mth the principal. In any system with the degree of

decentralization we have proposed, there is a critical need, for constant

coraraunication. The policy council sh.uld meet daily, in order to exchange informa-

tion and views, and, as necessary, arrive at collective decisions.

To some degree, each h^use ought to have its own replica of the central policy
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making machinerv. It is likely not feasible to retain a visiting coranittee for

" each house, although sorae may wish to trj'" it. Others xcz:^ afk their "scholar in

residence" ( the university person trho is lecturing to the faculty of the house)

to play the role of uninliibited critic, i]nd policy viithin the house should be

arrived at through consultation and consensus between house master and staff.

I
The p'orpose of thene several reconflendations is not to democratize the school.

Democracy is not a universally appropriate organizational form. It is, rather,

to create an atmosphere of collective enterprise, a sense of involvement in the

school something al<in to what summer camp staffs achieve at their best. The lines

of authority, by being substantially raultiplied, become blurred as well. There

is, no doubt, an attendant loss in efficiency. But there need be less concern

with efficiency (we are not trying to mske a profit) and more concern with

quality control.

The FTP. The question of the role of the PTO falls betX'jeon the sect'ion on

politics in the school and the section on school-coimriUiiity relationships. At

tliis point, I would only note that I have implied a very liriiited role in actual

policy-making for the PTO and, by extension, for other coimtunity agencies as well.

I believe this is as it should be, although I recogiu.ze the mounting body of

current concern and doctrine which points toxirards a greater voice for the

coromunity in school management. It needs to be mentioned here, therefore, that

we are talking about a high school wliich xirill be a city-wide facilityj the concept

of community control, therefore, cm be justified only as it means city control|

i
that, in turn, means (control through conventional politional processes. As to the

relationship of the school to its immediate neighborhood, which is a real issue,

tliat is dealt with later, outside the context of internal politics and control.

Similarly, there are other political questions which affect the school as part of

the larger coBEiunity. ( If, as I have proposed, the school is permanent host to a
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repetory company^ what happens when that coiapany presents a "controversial" play?)

But these issues, too, arise m..re properly in cur c j.scussion of school and

community, ard not here, where ;--iur concern has been for the internal political

arransements of the school.





KEEPING THE HIGH SCHOOL CONTEMPORARY ^7

All social institutions run the risk of early obsolescencej all the more

30 the schools, -with their very special sensitivity to a changing environ-

ment. It is no doubt for this reason that so much of what now gets recom-

mended in the area of education calls for increased flexibility, of both

space and program. But flexibility alone is no solution to any problemj

it provides the possibility for adaptive change, but does not in itself

guarantee such adaptation.

¥e seek here to design a school which will have change built into it, in

•wftiich it will become normal to question accepted practices, in which daring

will be rewarded. This is no small organizational departure j it is far

easier to design for stability, to save time, money, and effort by making

as much of the daily schedule as possible routine. There are, hoviever,

several steps which move in the direction of accepting chance as conventional.

Data . Responsible innovation depends upon better information than is now

typically available on the effects of our efforts. In general, it is much

easier to collect relevant data (on such matters as student performance,

post-graduation experiences) as part of a regular procedure than to rely upon

sporadic large scale research projects. The large scale project not only

fails, quite often, to provide useful operational information, but also

suffers from its occasional insistence on massive change. By relying more

heavily on incremental research, we can also anticipate more confidently

incremental change.

Facilities to collect, store, and analyze relevant data must, therefore, be

included in the high school plant. One can obviously argue, quite reasonably,

that it is much cheaper to maintain such facilities than to rebuild the high

school when it becomes outmodedj one ought also argue that it is cheaper than

to produce students who have been miseducated. Even if all the innovations

proposed elsewhere in this essay were accepted unchanged, I would have no

confidence that the proposed high scho>.l viould make any sense at all a
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decade—or less-from now. The question before us is not so much innovation

as innovativeness. Tudajr's innova-':ion is tomorrow's anachronismi the task

is to guarantee a style of operation that goes far beyond the substantive

recommendations of any specific study. And that style depends critically

on the availability of ;r->propriate data.

Testing of students represents one kind of data input, testing of teaching

methods its logical corollary. It is quite likely that maintenance of an

adequate facility will require the full-time services of a professional

personj that is certainly not excessive, when measured against the benefits.

If it should develop that this recommendation, for i-ihatever (short-sighted)

reason cannot be accepted, then serious consideration should be given the

possibility of locating the central data processing facility now, as I under-

stand it, proposed for the Boston school system in the Madison Park High

School. That would likely permit adequate capacity for the Madison Park needs.

I feel inpelled to add that the costs of computer installation are signifi-

cantly lower if the plant is designed to include such an installation. ¥iring

to remote control consoles, located in the several houses, is one sinple

example of an area where it costs a great deal to postpone the job. (so much

so that if it develops that the present budget will not permit actual instal-

lation, it may nevertheless make sense to prepare all the space and other

physical reqiiirements, anticipating—and thereby reducing the cost of—the

actual installation.)

Rewarding innovation . One standard problem of any large bureaucracy is that

staff members will be inclined "to play it safe". TfJhen in doubt, going by

the book is usually the best strategy. One can, presumably, not overcome

this problem, but we can try to ILmit it. Quite apart from an effort to hire

risk-takers, there should be procedures which guarantee—or, at the very

least, encourage—imaginative innovation. The house system itself, and the

hoped-for effort to make the houses distinctive, is one part of the answer

here. Another is, unhappily, budgetary. ^Je should provide for annual grants
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to try out new ideas. Grants could be awarded in several ways. There might

be tvio distinct competitionsj one for individual staff members, the second

for houses as units. (Houses, on the other hand, might not be awarded

grants competitively, but on a rotating basis.) Such moneys—and such

freedom—should be regarded as part of the research and development effort

of the high school. Grants might be awarded by some committee within the

school itself, such as the policy coimcil (housemasters plus principal) or,

and I think preferably, by an agency external to the school, such as, perhaps,

the visiting committee. The availability of "mad money" - i. e., of some

budgetary autonomy - vdll almost certainly lead to an increase of responsi-

bility.

Of course, the basic form of reward for innovation must remain the approval

of one's colleagues, and especially, perhaps, of one's superiors. Such

personal approval can be assured only by sensitive recruitment to the central

policy positions in the school.

External stijTiuli and defenses . One source of ati'ophy is insularity, A

number of proposals have already been introduced which would insure a good

deal of activity, within the school, by "outsiders"—that is, by those not

connected x^rith the formal hierarchy of the school. Visiting committees,

professors in residence, and other people external to the system will help

p3X)vide an infusion of new ideas into the school. They are, therefore, to be

welcomed. Providing for interaction between creative outsiders and the

school helps to de-insulate the school from the world of ideas and change.

At the same time, there is a need to insulate the school from the conventional

pressures of large bureaucratic establishments. Change is controversial,

and a changing school is, therefore, likely to become the object of heated

debate in the larger community. Such debate is not always or necessarily

dysfunctional but it can, under variou.s conditions, become enervating.

Nothing can weaken morale, and will, so fast as the discovery that one's

actions are under continuous direct attack.
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The first requirement is a firmness of commitment^ a readiness to tjithstand

opposition and protect innovation. The second is that the personnel of the

school itself not be parties to the debate, that they be able to shift the

burden of responsibility for self-defense to some other group, such as the

Scho'jl Committee. But such a procedure raises quite directly the problem of

the School Committee, itself a highly politicized body, not immune from the

outside world,

A number of thoughtful people have proposed that the method of selection of

the School Committee be so changed as to insulate the Committee from the

community, providing it a professional expertise which might make it both

more effective and less vulnerable. I cannot here enter into this discussion,

aave to note that the issue is by no means simple, ¥e ask, at one and the

same time, that the school system become more involved with, and more respon-

sive to, the community, and that it be insulated from the community. I am

not at all sure that we can have it both ways, nor am I sure which is the

better way to have it.

If, however, constitutional changes in the selection of the School Committee

are initiated, then, perhaps, the Committee itself can becomo the bviffer

between the school and those who fear change. Since we cannot assume that

such constitutional re-orderings will happen, we are obliged to consider

alternative arrangements for the creation of a buffer zone. Indeed, we are

compelled to consider whether the school does not have to be insulated from

the School Committee, which could, conceivably, become the leading exponent

of a more conservative course, the chief inhibitor of innovation. It is

unpleasant to have to contemplate such a possibility, but past evidence will

not permit us to ignore it.

Can Madison Park be insulated from the School Committee? In the Preliminary

Educational Specifications for the Central Boston Secondary Education Complex,

issued in March, 1966, we find the statement that "...a policy should be

established by the adriiinistration and the School Committee that, within
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reason^ normal policies and regulations do not apply to this schoolj or, at

the very least., that exceptions can readily be made without elaborate delays,"

I find this a helpful indication of policy^ but a rather unpromisins suggestion

for organization. So long as a tradition of autonomy for the schocl is not

established, and so long as ultimate responsibility for approval of policies

rests with the School Committee, it is unreas.-^nable to expect that the

autonomy of the school will be exercised or that the responsibility of the

School Committee will not be. Instead, arrangements must be sought which

specify quite clearly the areas of school autonomy, guaranteeing that no

change within those areas will be subject to School Committee veto for a

detenninate and extended period, (e.g,, three to five years), if at all.

Arrangements of this sort may well be ui^recedented, and may, indeed, raise

legal problems. In their absence, however, I fear that sustained commitment

to innovation is most unlikely. It will simply be ioo tempting to duck.

Short of subcontracting the management of the school to a non-profit corpora-

tion created especially for that puipose—a form wliich makes organizational

sense but raises severe political problems—it may be possible to delegate

certain policy powers to special quasi-public agencies (e,g,, a School of

Education) for fixed periods. Political responsibility requires that the

School Committee have review powers, but it does not require that those

powers be exercized continually rather than intermittently.

While a solution which involves extensive delegation of authority to a third

party agency undoubtedly promises the greatest organizational freedom, it

does raise very serious and very substantial problems, ITe need only speculate

about the kinds of arguraents that would be almost inevitable in the budget

-making process to see how complex the issues would be. Indeed, the only

acceptable form for delegation would be one in -idiich the first-year budget

were stipulated in the contract, together with a formula for budgetary

increases during the remainder of the contract period. (I am assuming that

no agency "in charge" of the school would be prepared to sign a contract for





less than a five year period, or so.)

There are other devices, aside from dele£;ation, which, though less likely

to guarantee innovation, do move us in the right direction. A highly visible

advisory board to the school, reqiired each year to issue a public report on

the state of the school, would offer somo counterweight to the assumed con-

servative biases of the educational bureaucracy. It might be argued also that

the heavy involvement of the school with the community (discussed in the next

section) will, by broadening the informed constituency, also broaden the

educational options. (Yet there is no particular reason to assiane that the

community will be impressed by, much less insist upon, real innovation.

Moreover, the "community", however defined, may not be sympathetic to cin

educational policy which necessarily involves some unsuccessful experiments.)

Finally, earlier suggestions regarding the importance of visiting committees,

consultants, etc., while they do not serve as very effective insulation, offer

the possibility that school personnel will broaden the definition of their

reference constituency to include a ,r;roup more likely tc support innovation

than either parents or bureaucrats. Even a minor shift in the audience school

people play to (and perceive themselves as playing to) may make a difference.





THE HIGH SCHOOL AM) THE COI-SfU-HITY

^ Few educational issues have generated as much debate in recent years as the

relationship between the schools and their communities, and few are as

incompletely understood. We are dealing here with a problem area that

encompasses diverse referents and diverse goals, and vre shall only begin

to move towards fruitful policies as these differences are clarified.

I)

The Commvmity As An Educational Resource

The simplest issue embedded in the school-community debate is that of

increased utilization, by the schools, of the educational resources of the

community. >rtiether proposals here flow from a conviction that the school

today is too isolated from the real world to have much meaning for its

students, or from the more modest perception that there are extra-school

resources which could contribute to the education of our children if

properly exploited makes little operational difference. For it is clear

that the schools, have, indeed, not been especially imaginative about

recruiting extra-school assistance.

We can divide the possibilities here into two broad categories, the one

dealing with bringing new kinds of people and experiences into the school,

the second with bringing the students into closer contact with the world

outside the school.

Insofar as the introduction of "outsiders" is concerned, four types of people

may be identified: (l) Present school personnel not normally given

educational responsibilities; (2) extra-system professional educators;

(3) extra-system professionals in non-educational areas; (4) non-

professional lajrmen.

I

I noted earlier, in the course of commenting on how we might make the school

a more total educational environment, some of the possibilities of utilizing





present school personnel, such as secretaries, custodians, nurses and dieticians

in education-related activities. Specifically, and in. accordance with ray view

that special job-oriented training be made available in the school outside the

context of the regiilar curriculum (after school hours, during the summer), such

people might assume major responsibilities for instrumentally oriented extra-

curricular activities.

Similarly, I have discussed at some length the uses that might be made of extra-

system educators, especially in the format of continuing education for teachers

and on various kinds of visiting committees. Such professional educators

represent one kind of community to whic'n the school is naturally tied, in ways

and for reasons no less meaningful than those which bind it to the physical

community in which it is located.

There are very exciting and rich possibilities for associating the schools more

intimately with outsiders who are not professional educators. Even today, there

are numerous cases of efforts to bring theatrical groups and other such agencies

to the attention of the students, through guest perforaiances. Such efforts may

be substantially enriched and systematized through making available, within the

school plant itself, space for reisdent groups of various sorts. Suppose, for

example, that a leading repetory theatre were given rehearsal space within the

school building, in return for vrhich it might be expected to hold open rehearsals,

and/or to offer free presentations of its productions in the school building,

and/or to use some of the students in acting or other relevant roles. A visual

arts group, under similar arrangements, misht present exhibitions, work with

especially gifted (or especially untalented) students, and even take on

some administrative responsibilty for managing the esthetic environment of the

school. Analogous arrangements might be made w:.th music schools, professional

athletic organizations (e.g., a soccer team), or a nature club. All such

arrangements have in comraon the understanding that there are non-teachers who

can teach a great deal.
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Thei-e are also layiaen who may find an ar.iportant role mthin the school. Any

number of school systeiiis have cone to rtly heaviljr on teachers' aides, in a

wide variety of roles. In timos I have no doubt, such people xdll find thesiselves

entrusted with greaier and more explicit educational responsibilities. But if

such programs are to be maximally cffectivci, they should depend on more than the

occasional voluntc-er who can riialcs the necessary personal arrangements. If,

indeed, there is an important job to be done in various volunteer or paid non-

professional capacities, then the school must devise programs for recruitment.

Thus, for example, the school might well operate a day-care center, in is^iich

mothers of young children could leave their children under responsible care while

they themselves worked in the school. Such a program, even if the mothers were

paid would not be especially expensive, particularly when measured against the

additional expenditures that would need to be made xrere professional personnel

recruited to do the jobs involved. And, not so incidentally, a program of this

sort might help to move some people out of the abject role of welfare recipients

into the more meaningful role of welfare provider.

With respect to the question of bringing the students to the community, what seems

to me to be required is less a precise plan than acceptance of a general stance.

That stance views the school, its students, and the surrounding comraunity as the

chief data resource on which education must rely. Visits to police and fire

stations, or to legislative session, are, I suppose, worthwhile. At the very

least, they are diverting. But linkages between such visits and c^Turse work are

only rarely and incompletely made. Kor has adequate attention been paid for

more intensive field investigations of the urban environment. Such

investigations serve two purposes? they provide food for discussion in the

classroom, and they fariiiliarize children with the city as a physical place, thus

giving them an increased sense of conpetence. If the educational task may be

defined as offering guidance in the sorting and interpretation of data, there is

every reason to seek out "real" data as we proceed. The textbook is a tool, not
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an ondj and it is not alxjays cr everywhere the most useful tool. Or, if you will, .

the city is to tho social sciences what the laboratory is to the natural sciences.

Neither replaces organized learning, but neither can be replaced by verbal

accounts.

:^ducation for Mon-Students

A second area of school-community relations has to do with the responsibilities of

the school towards educatin^^ those not enrolled on its books. There are several

reasons that Justify such a concerns (l) The need for continuing education,

of one kind or another, is massive and clear. (2) The involvement of the school

in education for non-raatriculated-students might well have positive consequences

for the conventional teaching, since it wovld enrich the intellectual and

educational perspective of school personnel. (3) Awareness, by regular students,

of activities in the area of continuing education would help to reinforce the

cruoial educational wisdom that education has no determinate end point.

For all these reasons, the development of educational activities for varied

clienteles seems a reasonable proposal. There may, however, be some question

as to the appropriate allocation of such responsibility. Shall continuing

education actually be mana[<:ed by the school, or shall it simply take place in

the school plant?

There are two forms of continuing education which fall directly within the sphere

of admnistrative corrpetence of the school. The first is education for drop-cuts.

The present posture is to lament the drop-out, but nevertheless to wash our hands

of him. Yet, if we take the view that a significant proportion of our drop-outs

are young people who must work, or who find a full school day more than they can

manage, yet have no intrinsic objection to learning more, we may be led in rather

different directions. I suggest, in this context, that there be a dormitory on

the school premises for drop-outs, who would, presumably, have jobs and therefore

be able to pay a modest suin for their room and board. A dorm of this kind would
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offer tutorial and counselling assistance, and could serve as an information

center for continuing education, inuch of which, it is to be hoped, woixLd take

place in the school building itself. Further, as schedules permit, it inight be

possible to permit drop-outs to attend regular school classes selectively,

registering only for those courses they find interesting and can manage to

attend.

One can speculate that such a system might encourage some drop-outs to resume

full-time study, especially as they run into problems on the job market. It

might also be argued, on the other hand, that a system such as this would make

dropping out more attractive, thereby encouraging the very situation it is

designed to ameliorate. So long as the measure of school success is the number

of students who see the thing throu^-h tc a diploma, there is little that can be

said against such an argument. But if we measure success in terms of reaching

students, I dare say that the only dropping out that will be encouraged will be

of those who are already psychic drop-outs in any case.

The second group to which the school has a manifest responsibility— though I

confess to feeling quite tentative about this one—is the adult non-high school

graduate community. We have never really c~nsidcred the possibility of making

seme classes, within the regular school framework, available to adults on an

elective basis. ¥e are amused by the occasional stories of grandparents who

receive their high school diplomas on the same stage as their grandchildren,

but the fact is that we have no real assessment of the dimensions of either need

or interest here. What sort of a response would there be, from adults and

enplcyers , if some regular classes Tjere opened up to outside registration,

perhaps on a "need to know basis?" And what sort of effect would such a

phenomenon have on the education of regular students?

Adnittedly, we simply do not know the answers to these questions. It is possible

that the presence of several adults in a class room might have tiiily exciting
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eff.;:Cts on educationj at the very leasts tho stijicnts xirould. once again be

reminded of the irrel^ivaice of as^e in education. It ini<-<ht be, hcweverj that

^ our efforts are so adolescent-orientcd that the presence of adults— even

young adults of the reclai!?.ed drop-out variety— would be disruptive. I rather

doubt it J but do not knew.

Fortunately, the availability of a house system provides us with the ideal

f

setting for experimentation in this regard. A test of the viability , both in

technical respects (seating space, etc.) and educational respects, of including

adults in our regular clientele—indeed, a test of the interest which adults

might have in such inclusion—could be easily mounted and easily assessed

within the fr.^mework of one house.

The larger question, that of continuing education for the community at large,

I meeting needs that the conventional school program is not directly prepared to

cope with, is best discussed separately, as it depends for its answer on our

view of the meaning of a scho-^1. To that issue, we now turn.

The School as a Process

The common vieiJ is that the school is a place where education happens. This view

has certain built-in limitations, vrhich derive from the unhappy fact that

"school" is a noun. The phenomenon ViTith which we are concerned, however, is

not the noun, the physical place we call a school, but the gerund "schooling."

Not all schooling takes place in a school. Nor is there any necessarj"- reason

to assuine that whatever happens in a school is, or ought to be, schooling, TfJhen

^ we reify the process of schooling by associating it inevitably xfith a school, we

inhibit education. We also-and this is less evident—dirainish the uses of the

buildings we call schools.

f Suppose, for exatr^le, that large, underutilized sections of the War liemorial

Auditorium were made available to the School Committee during day-time hours.
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and that schooling took place there« As a shorthand, we rai^ht be inclined to

call those rooms a school. But, .assuming adequate facilities, thtru Kould be no

reasonable objection to this sort of "doubling-up," The actual building in which

schooling takes place need not be c.xlusively devoted to schooling, nor to a

specific organization called a school.

I conclude that a school is something that happens, and not a thing that is» In

the case at havad, a school is something that i-jill happen in a set of buildings

soon to be constructed in the area of Ifiadison Paric in Boston, It need not be

the only thing that happens in those buildings. Indeed, since construction costs

on the order of twenty million dollars are anticipated, the citizens of Boston

are entitled to expect that the buildings mil be exploited in every possible

Xiray. This expectation is to bo appropriately adjusted for the special needs of

the school itself, and for the priority which the community attaches to those

needs in these buildings. Bht those needs are not exclusive, in terms of time

or of design. Incidentally, schools in the city of Boston are owned by the

city, rather than by the School Committee, thus providing a legal base for the

view of the school plant here proposed.

In short, the community has a legitimate claim on the Iladison Park plant. After

all due concessions are made to the special needs of the hif-h school the

community is entitled to pick up the change. It must be noted, hoirever, that

to the degree to which we can specify the pruposes to which the coinmunity might

want to put that change, we may be able to increase it throu.rh planning, 'fe

can rest x^ith the vague conviction that school rooms should be made available

to coiiTOiunity groups Tdion not in use by the school, or we can try to work out

the ways in which multi-purpose rooms could be designed to serve both students

and community-at-largc most effectively.

If we accept the view that the Ifeidison Park development may be thought of as a

civic center, in which a high school, among other things, happens, then it
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becomes somewhat easier to thiiilt about other activities x-jhich might take place

on the same site. It is easier because we need no longer be constrained by a

concern for proposing activities wMch fall uniquel;/ within the spheres of

competence of school people. It may well be that we still want to emphasize

educational activities^ since , presumably, the school plant is particularly

well suited to educational uses, and because the school will be most often

perceived as an educational center. But there is no special reason to assign

even educational activities to the administration and staff of the high school.

Instead, we may move towards a structure in which several people— imagine them

as deans—take on responsibility for several different activities. Thus, we

would have a "dean" in charge of education for adolsecents—i.e., the high

school headmaster—another in charge of continuing education, and still another

in charge of cominunity services.

The issue I am discussing here is not simply a matter of definition, or even of

assignment of organizational responsibilities, ife are x-ritness today to a major

debate on the degree of control which the communit;'- may exercise over what

happens in the school. It may well be that association with meaningful

activities taking place in the school plant, even if not under the aegis of the

school, would help reduce the sense of alienation from the school which is, in

part, the source of that debate. Under conventional aggangements, involvement

by the school with coiiimunity action creates substantial political difficulties,

even in cities where communities are more clearly defined than in Boston. But

if a "dean" for community services, elected to his position by neighborhood

residents, were to engage in volatile social protest activities, using the

school plant as his staging base, an understanding that the buildings are in

the hands of several masters would help ease the school people off the hook.

(The question of actual control of school policy is not yet resolved, except

to the degree to which debate on that issue is only symbolic of the demand for

greater control in general.) Substantive arguments on community control over
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the school area discussed beloirx.)

The Community—Neighborhood or City?

The general principle that the schools s'lall be available for community

activities is now increasingly accepted. Early specifications for Madison Park

incorporate that principle, and call for a school whose recreational and other

physical facilities shall be open to the public until late a night and during

the sujnmer months. To the degree to which we are talking here simply by making

physical facilities available, there is little to be added. But that is not

the liiuit of what is possible. At the very least, we should want to encourage

creative e3q)loitation of school resoujrces, making furniture repair facilities

available to neighborhood residents, using the school cafeteria as a restaurant

in the evenings, permitting the school print shop to be used by community groups.

The possibilities of such exploitation are limitless, and they often have a

direct bearing on school design, (That is, minor modification of plans will

permit this king of double usage.)

Beyond these readily available options, there arises the more general issue of

locating in the school plant non-school related facilities. Such facilities

might range in conception from a miniature Lincoln Center, designed to attract

people to the school from great distances, to a multi-service center designed to

provide social services to the immediate neighborhood of the school. The

general purpose of working in this direction is to make the school a more vital,

less isolated, institution, and to recoup as much as possible the social

investcment in the school plant, Idealljr, we should be talking about a small-

scale city, a development which would encompass a school, a recreation a la

Copenhagen's Tivoli, a nximber of public agencis (including a multi-service

center), and a variety of private institutions, such as banks, artisans' shops,

a movie theatre, supermarkets, book stores, and the like. A development of this

king would bring people to the school area day and night, and would also provide
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a storehouse of educational opportunities (tours of the bank, apprenticeships

to artisans) to the school itsulf. Cr;;ativo arransements might be made for

the leasing of public land by private businesses j with profits being used to

maintain public park and recr>iation facilities which would be part of the complex,

Alas, such ideal arrangements are not likely in the case at hand. liadison Park

has only limited acreage available (35 acres for the school plant), and is to be

bounded on two sides by super highways, and on the third by a major traffic-

bearing thoroughfare. It will be physically isolated from the coirjiranity which

one would expect it most directly to serve.

The physical isolation of ifeidison Park provides one serious constraint on the

development of the school as a community facility. (One may even question the

degree to which recreational and classroom facilities are likely to be used

extensively, given difficulties of perceptual and physical access.) A second

constraint, theoretical rather than practical, has to do with the confusion

over how the concept of comraunity shall be defined. Are we talking here about

the immediate neighborhood, or do we intend the entire city? For while an

ideal arrangement which would locate a -.'idj v;iri:;t„' of institution-:; in the- back

yard of the school may not be possible, we may yet want to develop, on a more

modest scale, some general facilities. But in order to specify the kinds of

activities which are appropriate, we must know soraething of the population they

are intended to serve.

In theorj'', wince we arc dealing \n.th a high school which, presusaably, will draw

its student population from the entire city, there is no reas-n to assume that

the school buildings belong uniquely to the Ifedison Park neighborhood. At

the same time, that neighborhood is likely to have a special proprietary

interest in the school, both because its own children are likely to attend it in

disproportionate numbers, and because the buildings will be more familiar—and

relatively more accessible—to them. Moreover, if our view of school as process
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rather than object is accepted^ then the nature of the student population

—

city-wide or neighborhood™is not especially relevant to a consideration of

the social uses of the school.

In fact, one might argue j the whole discussion of social uses of the school

is properly left to planning and decision by a consortium of public agencies

and interested coiiiraunity groups. The school has no special insight , nor any

special responsibilityj save as an interested party together with others. If

the school is not responsible for the shared uses of the buildings it is housed

in, neither is the school responsible for planning those uses.

The problem here is that the school will be the preeminent user of the Madison

Park spaces 3 and, hoiirever physically isolated it may be, it will not be

politically insulated. If the school is seen as an alien entity by its

neighbors, it will be less able to do justice to its educational purposes. The

school cannot, therefore, aboid the responsibility for developing a set of

services which i/Till make it an attractive and encouraging place. Specifically,

if the school is concerned about integration (race and class), it may be

unwise to enphasize its neighborhood service aspects. A school popularly

perceived as a Negro community center might encounter difficulty in recruiting

a broadly representative student body. On the other hand, a school whose extra-

school uses were designed to appeal to white, middle class parents might

generate substantial hostility among its predominantly Negro, wording class

neighbors

.

I cannot settle this issue here. This is a perfect example of the sort of

issue which should be settled by a representative body of interested parties,

a body whose decision might hope for a legitimacy to which the private decision

of any agency cannot aspire. % oiim conviction is that the benefits and risks

associated tfith city-xiride uses are very nearly balanced by those associated

xiTith predominantly neighborhood uses. I therefore conclude that the process
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of reaching z. decision is likely to be more significant than the content of ths

* decision. But I should add that the decision that needs to be xnade does not

have to be a choice. One cr.n envision a set of services wl'ich^ while oriented

particularly towards neighborhood or city, does not exclude the one or the other.

Such a development would require the location of some central urban facilities

^ in the Madison Park complex (e.g., the headquarters of ABCD, or of the City

Council., which might decide to hold some portion of its sessions in lladison Park,

or an urban ombudsman, or a currently projected Citizens' Urban Information

Center), as well as functional services for area residents, and might also

include a theatre, a credit union, and one or two other commercial facilities.

(If design requirements for the school point towards a high rise development,

a very strong argument can be made on behalf of locating ccmmercial and soiie

% service facilities on the ground level.) In short, I do not feel that there

is a dearth of creative options here; I do feel that the decision must be made

by a more representative body, which should, of course, be apprised of the

several options.

ConnMunity Control

I iiTould prefer to avoid the issue of the degree of control over the school

itself which the community may legitimately insist upon. Since, however,

the question may arise, a few xjords may be appropriate, (l) This is a

city-wide high school. If the community which is affected by the high school

is the city, then the proper channels for corixmunity control are city-wide

y channels~i.e., the conventional political mechanisms. (2) In any case, I

aa not persuaded that neighborhood residents ought to have a direct voice

in such matters as curriculum and personnel. If residents in one neighborhood

^ are entitled to demand the removal of Huckleberry Finn from the library, what

is to prevent residents of another neighborhood from seeking to remove

Das Kapital? The best arrangem.ent is one which insures that school people

will be sensitive and responsive to the special perspectives of various
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neighborhoods J and which provides neighborhc d residents with formal channels

through which to raake those perspectives knowa. Education is too important

to bo left to educators, but it is also too iiTTior'.ant to be turned ovei-j

except in very limited ways, to -amateurs. (3) Prop-ur attention to extra-

curricular uses of the schoolj in accordance xjith earlier suggestions , will

p help somewhat to defuse this issue.

Recruitment of Students

If the issue of Madison Park's needs vs. the needs of the city as a whole seem

soluble, we must yet confront the racial question more directly. At present,

there are a bit over 2,000 Negro students enrolled in Boston's high schools,

or 700 per class year. The figure climbs from 700 to about 1,300 at the

Junior High level, and from 1,300 to more than over 2,^00 per year in the

elementary schools. In other words, while any ^jOOO student high school in

the city of Boston would today include a maximum of kO% Negro students, it

could, from a demographic standpoint, be 100^ Negro in a very few years.

Extrapolating from present trends—and such extrapolation is fairly reliable

in the short run, there will be about 10,000 Negro high school students in

the city of Boston in another half-dozen years. Ikny of them will live closer

to Ifedison Park than to any other high school. Jladison Park will probably

be the newest high school (except for Boston Trade) for some years, and it

will likely be doing the best job of general education, and especially of

remediation, in the system. It is reasonable to suppose that the school we

y are talking about will be especially popular as an educational choice in the

Negro community. And it would seem, further, that any assignment system based,

^ven loosely, on geographic proximity, would result in a substantial Negro

k majority in Ifedison Park,

The problem is that it may not be possible to have a school with a substantial

Negro majority. As soon as some critical figure, probably between 1;0^ and 60^,
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^ is reached^ tht^re may be a mass exodus of white children from the school.

This is likely to be the case no matter ho-; persuasive an argument can be

mounted for the special educational benefits available exclusively in

Madison Park, since (l) it is doubtful that Boston's parents, who noi'j send

relatively fex\r of their children to college, vrill be especially interested

r in such benefits, much less when sacrifices (transportation, inter-racial

relationships) are involved, and (2) even for parents interested in college

for their children, there are "safer" educational bets in the Boston system

(Latin) I a school's reputation is built slowly.

The solution wotild seem to be siiaples establish district qix) bas for Madison

Park, assuring a reasonable mix in the school. But it is doubtful that such

^ a solution, which would, in effect, turn Negro applicants to Madison Park away--

and hence to less attractive s'^.hools—would sit well \rith. the local (predominantly

Negro) community. If current trends continue, there may be mush greater

pressure for quality education than for integration. And, once again, a school

that comes to be resented by its neighbors cannot do its job.

I do not know how one "solves" this problem. For the time being, the racial

imbalance law may provide a de facto solution, since it offers an "excuse" for

turning Negroes elsewhere. But I suspect that th;.- law is only a temporary

expedient, and that we must at least recognize that ^-^e shall be trying to build

a high quality school mth an all, or nearly all Negro student body,

' I do not view such an effort as futile. Indeed, I envision the school we are

talking about as an elite school, whatever its student population, because it

will be the focus of so many special educational activities. Elite schools

L today are typically defined as schools that send large proportions of their

graduates to college. I see no reason to believe that even a segragated school,

if it is as good as it ought to be and as it can be, should not send large

numbers of its graduates to college. In an analysis I recently conducted for

\
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the Office of EcDnomic Opportunitj, I determined that between 70% and Q0% of the

high school seniors enrolled this past year in Upward Bound had been admitted

to college as of next Sc^jtc::iber. (The normal figure for the poverty population,

from which Upward Bound draws its students, is 8^.) If Iladison Park, whatever

the conpositicn of its student body, and whatever the rate of progress in the

elementary schools, fails to produce college bound youngsterc, it is not

wording right. (In this connection, I would propose that funding be sought

from OEO for an Upward Bound program at the Madison Park school. There is,

so far as I am aware, no precedent for such a program in a public high school,

but a persuasive case could be made that summer and after-hours enrichment,

beyond what the school system itself might be expected to provide, would

con^lement the conventional school program in important ways. Such funding,

administered separately from regular budgets, cou3.d subsidize extra personnel,

tutors, special activities, and would draw into the school framework people of

substantial experience.

3il shoi^t, I think one must be aware that we may have a substantially se.:^regated

school on our hands, and that such a possibility ought not be viewed as

catastrophic. I take pains to make this point only because I have already heard

some expressions of concern regarding the wisd:m of making such elaborate

educational investments, and in particular of so emphasizing academic subjects,

in a school which may be serving only Negroes.

Summary

Some aspects of school-comxmnity relations, such as greater interaction between

school and community for educational purposes, are not problematic, given

imaginative school people. Other aspects, such as definJ-ng the services which

the school ought to provide to the community at largo, or defining the relevant

community, do raise serious theoretical and practical problems. The best way

of approaching a resolution of these problems is through widespread consultation
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with intorestcd parties. Such consultation should be a permanent feature of

the school, in order that it may not bo caught short hj a shift in demands or

in expectations. Specific proposals Tirhich have design ii.iplications should be

subjected irmiiediately to such consultation. Theso proposals include the

possibility of developing part of the area as a light commercial zonej locating

neighborhood oriented social service centers in the school areaj emphasizing

arenas for the performing arts. The compatibility of multiple uses needs to

be assessed, and information from other public agencies, such as the BRA., whose

planning impinges upon the definition of needed services, must be obtained.

The issue of race, for the time being, should not affect school planning,

except that current projections make it lil^ely that the school should be

prepared to offer extensive remedial opportunities.
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CCTITItJUIMG THE PLJnmiG PF^CESS

Inputs in the style of this essay are useful in the plannin[j: process, but they

are no substitute for comprehensive, systematic planning. The planning record,

to date, is an xmhappy one. There has Deen far too little consultation amonc

the several relevant public acencies, let alone interested comriiunity groups.

There is far too little willincness on the part of the various agencies

which have functional responsibilities in the area (e.g., health, libraries)

to cooperate irxih their school counterparts, and equal reluctance in the

other direction. Too little attention has been ^iven the desirability of

thinking through the school in formal, systemic terms. And responsibility

for thinking through the issues involved In so large an undertalcing has been

too divided,

I do not hold it to be useful to go into a detailed description of gaps in the

planning process thus far. They deserve study, in order tliat they may be

bridged the next time around. But iriiatever the sources of these gaps, xre are

now faced mth a pressing need to p;et on with the job, and analysis of past

mistakes mil not take us very far. The problem at hand is how to make the

coming months as productive as x-re can.

1. Immediate steps must be taken to coordinate future planning with otlier

public agencies. There are, first, those agencies i/hich are themselves

engaged, in one way or another, vixth. planning for tiie Hadison Park area

—the BRA, the MTA, the State Highway Depai'tment. Second there are those

agencies with idiich the school must establish continuing relationships

—the City Health Department, the BPL, ABCD, the Department of Parks and

Recreation. In the absence of intimate liaison with such agencies, it is

fatuous to talk about keeping the school contemporary.

2. The years betiireen now and the school opening, and the first five years of

the school operation, must be regarded as a continuing planning and debugging"

process. There are both general and specific reasons why this must be so.

First, any innovative xraiic x-iill require amendment, adaptation, revision.
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Second, present plans are far from being trijly opera-fcional. Continued invest-

ment in defining and refining is needed before we can claim to have planned

a new school. Such issues as the way in which the student body shall be

phased into the school—after all, what does the house system mean if for a

full year we have only a freshman coraplement?~mu.st be explored in greater

detail, after broad parameters have been agreed upon.

I think it reasonable to recommend that outside consultants be retained on a

permanent basis; I think it absolutely necessary that they be retained at

least until the school has been open for a few years, in order to see that it

is not only open, but woricing,

3. During the coming years, cooperative relationships must be set up between

the school planners and interested community groups. Such relationships will

not only increase the legitimacy of the school in the eyes of the community,

but will also provide useful informational inputs into the planning process.

U. In order to effect these several proposals, authority for continued plan-

ning must be definitively fixed. Ideally, the principal of the proposed

school should be selected in the very near future, in order that there be a

bridge from present discussions to future rejilities. Since so much of inhat is

proposed is less institution than stance, it will not be easy for a person to

walk into Madison Park a month before it opens with a real Tinderstanding of

what we are trying to do there. He must himse3jC be involved in the planning.

If the principal were to be appointed shortly, it would then be possible

—

and desirable—to appoint housemasters, department heads, and other top

personnel a year in advance of the school opening. Finally, prospective

teachers in Madison Park should be recruited during the summer jr ior to the

opening of the school. Otherwise, innovation will be hard to come by.

There vdH be no way to capture the spirit of the school we propose in a neat

brochure, no qiick briefing -vhich will lay down a definitive list of school

policies and procedures. The task is to build a school which is infinitely

adaptive, capable of changing its own policies and procedures as occasion
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demands or theory suggests. That is why the process of managing the school is

J mora important than any substantirc recommendation which might now be made,

save recommendations which institutionalize an adaptive and continuing planning

process. The several ways in which the process can be realized—special school

personnel responsible for keeping abreast c5f "innovdtions in other school aystemg,

-«, special personnel for community liason, substantial infusion of extra-school

personnel as consultants, advisors, or what have you—need to be examined and

made operational as the very first step in the continuing, and hopefully never-

ending, process of planning for Madison Park,
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On February 28, 1966, the Boston School Committee ordered the design and

construction of a new 5,000 pupil, centrally located iirban secondary education

complex., on a 60 acre site in the Roxbury Crossing section of the city.

This cor^olex is currently being planned to be a significant step forward.

In American Education, as a new concept in the fi^ld of secondary ed ication in

the large urban centers of the United States*

It will be an institution designed to serve, at least in part, all of the

various edu<:ational ne^^is of urban high school youth and the needs o:: all

6 : irs of bhe urban comm^mity. It will, we hope, be a true partner -md ser-

ve, it of the community, not an institution apart*

It will, therefore, be an educational complex that provides both facili-

ties and programs to fulfill the educational, vocc, ' tonal, cultural ,, recreation-

al, and community (both civic and social) needs of a large sector of the

Boston community, for both young people and adults. It will do this on a year-

round basis* The conqslex and its facilities will be open from early morning

to late night, winter and summer* This applies to both the indoor and out-

door facilities.
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Most importantly, it will provide a brand-new kind of education for the

youth of Boston—an education that vxill be tailored to meet the individual needs,

and talents of all its students through broad and flexible programming. It will

offer a wider variety o^ differing types of educational programs, froK combina-

tions of worlc and study to specialised advanced programs in the social sciences

r.r. :;inputer mathematics. It will also offer a greater degree of acr.-i.emic

mob " lity to its students—no student will be forced into a single acadsmic or

vocabional "track" from which he cannot escape. Every student's program will be

the one best suited to his individual talents. This type of education will not

happen over night, but will develop as the educational complex itself develops.





1. GBNER/'.L SPECIFICATIOMS ;

It is currently envisioned that the new secondary education coraplox will be

built in two stages . Tl are will be the first stage involving the crec ;ion of a

3,000 student comprehens '.ve non-graded four year high school for boys and girls.

Tlii; .ill be in operation by September, 1971. It will contain mai^ ox' the

fc^M-ties that m.YL be needed for the eventual 5>000 student complex*

The second stage, to be canpleted and ready for use sometime in 1973., will

add facilities for an additional 2,000 students, bringing the enrollment to

5,000.

The general specifications which follow will deal with the first stage of

the plan, 3,000 students comprehensive school. Currant planning calls for this

first stage to consist of four basic types of programs and the facilities to

make them possible. These facilities will be available from early morning

through the day ."or the students. Then, during after school and evening hours,

they will be available to both students and adults. It is expected tl.at there

will be no formal ending of the "school day" but that students will ue^ the

facilities freely durinr the late afternoon and evening. At night, tl 3 facili-

ties will be available i )r adult educational and community uses.

3ince the programs and facilities of the complex will be in oper.: bion

thrJuj,hout the jnear, the school will be provided vrith an environmental control

system that both heats and cools.

The four basic types of facilities will be as follows:

A, The Instructional "House" . In order to wage war against the anonymity

of a large schooj., there will be six of these in the first stage of a new.

complex-, each housing approximately ^00 students from all of the four high

school years, students of mixed talents and aspirations. The educational lives

of the students will be centered within the "house" . They will remain a part

of the house throughout their high school years. Each house will have its owEt
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administrative staff (vinder the over-all school administration), its cwn

instructional facilities, libi'ary and instructional resource center, its own

counseling, eating and theater-lecture facilities* (These house facilities are.

described in 'greater detail vinder II below,

B, Central Facilities * These will include the central administrative,

offices, including the library and instructional resource center containing not

only books, periodicals and refenence materials, but also films, recordings and

a central closed circuit audio-visual system. It will also contain ir lependent

study spaces and spaces for seminar groups* Central kitchen facilities will al-

so b3 provided to supply the house dinijig facilities. All central S"; .ces. wilL

be I rge enough to serve the eventual complex- of 5*000 studenta,

C. Specialized Science, Art and Business Facilities. Because these activ-

ities require radically different kinds of space with different acoustical re-

qtiirements, these would be housed id.thin separate facilities* These facilities

will include the science laboratories and workshops, the facilities for the per-

forming and the graphic arts, including music and band practice rooms, a large

theater-auditorium, the vocational and business education facilities, and

specialized library and resoiirce center spaces,

^* R^'creational and Athletic Facilities^ The complex: will contain, in its;

first stage, sulficient indoor and outdoor play space for the eventurl 5>000

students, including two large double gymnasiums, an> Olympic sized swii ming pool

under an air-st^jported membrane which can be removed in the summer and thus con-

vert into an outdoor po^l, a large field house for athletic events thct requira

shjiter from bad whether, plaus outdoor playing fields and courts (te/iais,

h^n, .all). Both the outdoor and indoor facilities would be available to both

students and adults in the community. The outdoor facilities might be operated

jointly with the Park Department,
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LL. A NEliJ KIND OF SDUCATION IN A NSTvJ KIND OF SCHOOL

The educational progran for the complex will attempt to provide a flexibla

individualized program for every student. The pupil-teacher ratio will not

exceed one teacher for every twenty-five students. The school will be non-

graded in the sense that there will be no "tracks" labeled " academic" , "general",

"business", etc, and no rigid distinction between grades such as freshman,

sophomore, junior and senior. Students will progress through the sc.iool and

take courses as their ability and achievement dictate. Thus a student's program

will be individualized, td-th large amounts of his time given over to independent

projects and independent study in labs, resource centers, etc. Therj will be

l:i-- emphasis upon classes and more on the academic direction of inc. .vidual

stj^dents and teachers. This kind of flexible programming, in which students and

teachers design individualized academic programs, will be greatly assisted by

computer scheduling of the school.

As a part of this broader, more flexible program, there will be a greater

variety of offerings—^more courses in the natural and especially the social

sciences, increased use of the new curricula being developed for the high school

in science, math, social studies, etc. This kind of flexibility will also

provide a new freedom and dignity for teachers, making it possible for them to

keep up with t.-e latest developments in their subject fields, to take advanced

courses and attend summer institutes.

Specifically, each of the "houses"' being planned for the new. educational

compllex will include the following facilities.;

a» A large, well-equipped learning center, including a com-*

t: jd house library and instructional resource center acting as a b. anch of the
'

central library. This facility will have its own spaces for indepeiident study

carrels and small group seminars. There will be no study halls in this school,,

but rather independent study in the learning centor* This facility is the heart.
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of each house,.

b, Ac2:ieinic spaces—not classrooms, but space that can be

aiTanged and easily re-aiTanged to provide for flexible use as the pr ^ram de-

manu., change. Much of this space^ as well as the learning center, might be car-

peted to reduce noise and to provide an atmosphere of respect,

c» Combined common room, project area, and dining facilities-

a large space, comfortably furnished with tables and chairs and scane lounging

furniture* This is an area that can be relatively noisy for informal socialia—

ing, working on projects that require talking and building (it should have a

anall workshop attached to it)» Tliis space also serves at noon as a dining room,

and thus has a kitchen attached to it, but a kitchen that can be shut off from

the rest of the area when not actually serving food. The area might also be

equipped with a ciack bar. This area would also be used by community jroups at

night for meetings, especially meetings that require the preparation oJ food,

d. Administrative space—offices for the a'ssistant head-

master or housemaster, f -.r teachers (each teacher should have his awn small

office), for guidance counselors and health personnel*

e. Specialized spaces—these would include such facilities

as a language laboratory, a small TV studio and audio-visual rocan for the vieWf-

ing of noisy films or listening to stereo records through headphones.,

f

.

A three-hundred seat theater-lecoure hall for larger

dramatic, musical or audio-visual use and for lectures if necessary. This

facility would also clearly be widely used by the community in the evening*
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in. A CENTER FOR CULTURE

The educational complex, even in its first stage, will immediately begin

to operate as a center for the practice of the arts and sciences not only for

the youth of Boston but for the adult community as well. In addition to a

strong schoo] program in the performing and the graphic arts which will

extend into the evening hojtrs, there will be programs (using the s<;hool

facilities) for public concerts (popular, jazz and classical), for repertory

theater and dance presentations, films, art shows, lectures. The ccience

facilities as well as the industrial arts shops should be open to he public

. 0. The central library and its facilities could also be availa le, perhaps

ia conjunction with a branch of the Boston Public Library located near or as

part of the complex. The large theater-auditorium, made divisible for

differing uses, plus the four smaller theaters in the houses and the art and

music facilities would also be available in the evenings for combined youth

and adult programs.

What is envisioned here, essentially, is that the central high school

complex should fxinction as a smaller version of Mew York City's Lincoln

Center for the Performing Arts, contributing to the cultural life of the

entire city c-? Boston. The design of the buildings should reflect this

function.





Iv, A CEMTER ~JR RECREATION

During the "official" school hours, the intra-mural and inter-s hool re-

creation and sports programs for the students would use fully the complex's

recreational facilities, using the two gymnasia, the pool, the field house and

tho outdoor playing fields. After hours, however, both the students themselves

c. :he adults of the community would have access to all these facili':.ies for

.:.t-_-.tic and recreational purposes, these programs to be run jointly jy the

school and Park Department.

V. A CENTER FOR COMfUNITY LIFE

It is clear that an educational complex such as the one being described

here meets many educational, recreational, cultural needs of a community such

as Boston, But in addition to these activities, the school would be open and

available for meetings of all civic and social organizations—including polit-

ical, civic, church and neighborhood groups. The theaters, lecture halls,

the large audit- rium, could accomodate larger meetings and* lectures. The

houses, with their common rooms, eating facilities, would provide ide 1 meeting

places for small, more informal groups.

There would, in ad'^'ition, be programs and facilities available for youth

groups, for adult educational programs, dances, club meetings, and a ::omplete

tsc;. je commv.nity program, perhaps including a teen-age night club or coffee

hotcot; on weekends,

viJhat is outlined here, in short, is a plan not only for 5>000 pupil high

school, but a plan for the first urban educational complex to attempt to

provide for both the educational and the community needs of a large iSmerican

city*





VI. SPBCIFIC OPERATIONAL AlID CURRICUIAR PROCSDUIffiS

This is to be an experimental school for all high schools in Boston, and

will operate as the secondary component of the model demonstration sub-system.

It will be deliberately set trp for experimental programs. The riile is to en-

courage, change and the trying of new ways that can then be spread to other

schools.. Therefore, a policy should be established by the administration and

the School Committee that, within reason, normal policies and regulations do

not apply to this school, or, at the very least, that exception can r3adily be

made without elaborate delays*

Since change cannot occur unless the staff of the school wants change to

oc::i:.-^, the teaching and administrative positions in this school will be open to

alJ Iiigh school personnel in Boston, using model sub-system procedures as a pre-

cedent and model. Teachers will be admitted to the staff of the school onlj if

they voluntarily apply, are found to be genuinely interested in experimental

teaching and are eager to work with the school as it will be organized when it

opens. This will involve a teacher's orientation and training program as pro-

posed below. It will also involve a different pay scale based upon a twelve-

month rather thqn a nine-month year i.e., teachers would make more money per

year, but only more per month if a longer school day is established.

In addition to a "non-graded" organization, the school's program will

be developed experimentally in the model sub-system over the next four years.

No course will be blindly carried over from existing ischools. without intensiva

re-examination by specialists working with the supervisor or department head.

cf that field and the "eaehers. In fact, no field will be blindly carried

or,:- without close scrutir^r of all the latest curriculum developmenis in that
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field or without a re-organization on a non-graded basis.

It is of the utmost irapojrbance thqt the school program be designed

before the school opens and that the teachers are organized and trained

for what they viill be expected to do. It is for that reason that the school

will be the secondary component of the sub-system and that the curriculum

will be developed experimentally. In addition, the school shoidd have

some simulated rums without students, before it opens, both on the computer

and with the tec-chers, in order to test both the building and the sched-aling

scheme.

The building that houses this school X'jill not be conventional—th^re

will be no double-loadea corridors, for instance, but instructional space

that is clustered aroiond the house resource centers.

he School program will be designed through the Office of Program

Dev>;:;lopment and the secondary education group of the model sub-system- It

is hoped that design funds become available under Title III of the Elementary

and Secondary Education Act or from private sources* The chairman of

the committee is the director of the Office of Program Development working

under Associate Superintendents William Cunningham and Louis Welch. The

education specialist in charge of the sub-system secondary group is Mi^;

Grace Whittaker. The committee will have the authority to call in and use,

outside constd-tants and assistance as necessary~GASP computer scheduling,

for instance, or curriculum consultants. There should be constemt com-Tiunica.-

tion with the other Boston high schools and with other city agencies -Hiat

might or will be connected with the complex such as the Park Department,

Boston Redevelopment Autaority, the Boston Public Library, etc,

Since the new high school i^rill be the upper section of the model school

suu- -stem, it would therefore be a major part of Boston's entire research

anl experimentation operation*
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field or without a re-organization on a non-graded basis.

It is of the utmost importance thqt the school program be designed

before the school opens and that the teachers are organized and trained

for what they vjill be expected to do. It is for that reason that the school

will be the secorxdary component of the sub-system and that the curriculum

will be developed experimentally. In addition, the school should have

some simulated rums without students, bef -^re it opens, both on the comouter

and with the teachers, in order to test both the building and the sche^-oling

scheme.

The building that houses this school will not be conventional—there

will be no double-loaded corridors, for instance, but instructional space

that is clustered around the house resoijrce centers.

The School program vxill be designed through the Office of Program

Development and the secondary education group of the model sub-system. It

is hoped that design funds become available under Title III of the Elementary

and Secondary Education Act or from private sources* The chairman of

the committee is the director of the Office of Proj^ram Development working

imder Associate Superintendents William Cunningham and Louis Welch, The

education (speoialist in charge of the sub-system secondary group is Miss

Grace 'i^ittaker. The committee vrill have the authority to call in and use.

outside consultants and assistance as necessary—GASP computer scheduling,

for instance, or curriculum consultants. There should be constant communica-

tion with the other Bost m high schools and with other city agencies taat

mi^;, or will be connected with the complex such as the Park Department,

Bost u Redevelopment Authority, the Boston Public Library, etc,

?ince the new high school will bo the upper section of the model school

sub-system, it would therefore be a major part of Boston's entire research

and experimentation operation..
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